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Abstract 
The goal of this study was to determine whether extruded aluminum tubing could be used 
in the manufacture of a condenser and evaporator for a domestic refrigerator that would be 
competitive with conventional technology. A variety of tube geometries were examined. 
Condenser and an evaporator models were constructed using two-phase flow correlations to 
account for "refrigerant-side pressure drop. The duct size and airflow rate were held within 
conventional limits for comparison. Constraints on the tube spacing insured that there would be-
room for cleaning the condenser coil and that the evaporator would not become blocked by frost. 
An analysis of base case tube geometries showed that using two parallel circuits substantially 
reduced the amount of aluminum. Optimal condenser and evaporator designs were found by 
minimizing component cost. The best condenser design used a tube with 10 sub-millimeter ports 
with 6 mm lateral fins to increase heat transfer. The optimal evaporator design also incorporated 
lateral fins, but had only one relatively large port. A model of a refrigerator system was 
constructed and used to determine the effect of pressure drop on COP for a 150 W evaporator. 
The optimal component designs were used as initial guesses for the system analysis. The results 
showed that a feasible design does exist that is comparable in cost to conventional heat exchangers. 
Further, the extruded aluminum exchangers reduce refrigerant charge and can provide a higher 
COP than the current technology. 
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liquid 
liquid alone (both phases flow as liquid) 
outletofcondenser/eva~torsection 
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tube surface parameter 
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vapor' 
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vii 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Extruded aluminum tubing has recently been used in the manufacture of compact heat 
exchangers which have found application in the automotiye industry. These heat exchangers are 
composed of flat tubing which is divided into a large number of small (= 1 mm) ports. The goal of 
this study is to analyze possible heat exchangers utilizing extruded aluminum tubes for use ~n 
domestic refrigerators, and to perfonn an approximate analysis of the feasibility of such designs. 
In automotive applications, the benefits of these heat exchangers have included lighter 
weight, reduced refrigerant charge, and better refrigerant-side heat transfer. The large surface area . 
on the interior surface of the tubes provides very high refrigerant-side heat transfer. On the 
negative side, this large surface area and the small port size also increases pressure drop, so 
parallel circuiting is employed to reduce it 
In refrigerator applications, system perfonnance is more sensitive to pressure drop, so this 
study will determine how severe this pressure drop is, and examine the tradeoff between improved 
heat transfer and higher pressure drop. The duct space for these designs is constrained to the same 
as is used with current technology. Fouling of the heat exchanger is also given consideration and 
further limits viability. The analysis explores the effects of the various design tradeoffs on heat 
exchanger cost and system perfonnance. This study is meant to be an introductory examination of 
the underlying principles behind the use of this technology. It is intended to provide a rough but 
thorough view into the possibilities for designing heat exchangers using extruded aluminum. 
The analysis is based on three computer models. A condenser, an evaporator, and a 
system model were constructed to analyze the use of extruded aluminum tubing. Each model 
consists of a large set of nonlinear equations which must be solved simultaneously. 
These models assume negligible refrigerant-side resistance due to the large interior surface 
area and high conductivity of these tubes. The air-side heat transfer correlations used are for flat 
plate laminar flow. The heat exchangers considered here are fonned of coiled aluminum extrusion. 
I 
No compensation is made for the possibility of interference from upstream tubes. Pressure drop 
due to bends in the tubing is not taken into account Such simplifications are consistent with the 
general scoping nature of this study. Potential problems could be addressed during detailed 
design, if this initial analysis suggests that aluminum extrusions might be competitive with current 
technology. 
After analyzing the base case heat exchangers, the geometry of the exchangers and the 
geometry of the tubing was varied to detennine an optimal design for both the condenser and 
evaporator. Figure 1.1 shows the various geometries considered. The optimal designs were 
incorporated into the system model to investigate the perfonnance of the entire refrigerator. 
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Figure 1.1: Area enhancements: (a) base case; (b) plugged ports; 
(c) lateral fins; (d) connecting fins 
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Chapter 2 
Condenser analysis 
The fIrst analysis undertaken was that of the. domestic refrigerator condenser. The 
condenser is considered to consist of a number of helically-coiled extruded aluminum tubes which 
lie within a wide, rectangular duct. The basic design can be seen in Figure 2.1. The condenser is 
a cross counterflow heat exchanger with no fIns on the air side. H necessary, the rows of tubes 
could be offset a bit to provide additional exposure of the tubing to the air flow. This would help 
insure restarting of the boundary layers on each of the tube sections and increase the air-side heat 
transfer coeffIcient. A two-tube design is shown, but designs with one and three parallel circuits 
are also examined. 
air exit 
air inlet 
I~c -----)1 
Figure 2.1: Condenser coil with two parallel circuits and duct 
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Model development 
The condenser model is based on ten sections, each representing a quality step of 0.1. 
Each section is analyzed as if it were a stand-alone heat exchanger. It is assumed that the wall 
thickness and the web thickness vary directly with the hydraulic diameter of the ports, in order to 
maintain the same burst strength for any diameter. The ratio is scaled from an existing 
commercially-available tube. This assumption holds the stress on the wall constant and insures 
that the tube will not burst. 
There is assumed to be negligible resistance to heat transfer on the refrigerant side. A flat-
plate heat transfer correlation (lncropera and DeWitt, 1990) is used to calculate the air-side heat 
transfer: 
.664k Re; Pr°333 iitube = ---..:....--
w 
where w is the width of the tube. 
This model contained approximately 400 equations, 300 of which were solved 
simultaneously. The most important part of the model was the pressure drop correlation. For an 
extruded aluminum condenser (or evaporator), the pressure drop in the two-phase region is not 
negligible. In the condenser model, only the two-phase section of the condenser is analyzed The 
desuperheating zone of the condenser is part of the system model. 
The refrigerant-side pressure drop consists of two components: the frictional pressure drop 
and the pressure drop due to acceleration. The frictional pressure drop is found using experimental 
correlations by deSouza (1992): 
along with 
~lo = (1.376 + C1X;;C2)· (1- XY-7S 
Cl = 4.172+ 5.48Frl-1.564Frr 
C2 = 1. 773-0.169Frl 
Cl = 7.242 
C2 = 1.655 
for 0 S Fll S 0.7 
for Fr} > 0.7 
The acceleration component of the pressure drop is obtained using a non-homogeneous 
void fraction (separated flow) of the vapor and the liquid. The pressure drop due to acceleration is 
found using the Martinelli-Nelson relation (Wallis, 1969): 
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This quantity is typically small relative to the pressure drop due to friction. The quantity ao is the 
void fraction which appears to approach the homogeneous limit in microchannel condensers at low 
mass velocities (Zietlow and Pedersen, 1995). In this analysis we use the more conservative 
correlation by Zivi (1964): 
These correlations involve tenns in which the quality or the Zivi void fraction is found in 
the denominator. Because of this, the outlet quality is approximated as .01, not O. For similar 
reasons, the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter at the exit is found by extrapolating data from the [«st 
nine sections. 
The outputs of the model include the total length of extruded aluminum tubing required and 
the number of bends necessary to fit the condenser into its duct. The mass of aluminum is 
regarded as the most important output, since it will directly affect the cost of manufacturing. The 
calculation of these quantities is explaine4 in Appendix A. The mass of the refrigerant necessary 
(the refrigerant inventory) is found using the method explained in Appendix B. 
The coverage factor is the ratio between the visible surface area of one deck of tubing to the 
surface area of the duct. The fonnula for this calculation is given in Appendices A and D. H this 
number is large (near unity), it may indicate that the tube coil will not fit inside the duct. As 
coverage factors grow larger, the tubes in a single row are closer together and appear more like a 
flat plate. H the tubes are not vertically staggered a single boundary layer will develop and lower 
the heat transfer. Staggering tubes anellor parallel circuits will restart boundary layers on each 
leading edge. It should also be noted that the lengths of all tube bends are included in the 
calculated coverage factor. Therefore, the actual coverage factors win be slightly less than 
calculated. 
Analysis of base case condenser design 
The base condenser design analyzed consists of a duct with frontal area that is 0.75 m by 
0.1 m and a depth of 0.5 m. Inside, there are two nested, helical parallel circuits of extruded 
aluminum tubing. The spacing between the tubes (1.2 cm) provided by this arrangement should be 
enough for cleaning purposes (perhaps by a yardstick wrapped in cloth or a similar device). The 
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temperature specified at the inlet of the two-phase section is 42°C. Other base parameters used 
include 10 ports per tube and an airflow rate of 0.1 m3/s. The cross section of this tube design is 
shown in Figure 1.1(a). 
As condenser capacity requirements increase, so does the mass of aluminum necessary for 
heat transfer. This effect is shown in Figure 2.2. The pressure drop and heat transfer is varied for 
an extruded aluminum heat exchanger using 10 ports per tube. The model solves for the hydraulic 
diameter and tube length needed to reject a given. thennalload. 
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Figure 2.2: Variation of aluminum mass with condenser pressure drop 
(T air = 32°C, 2 circuits, 10 ports, 0.1 m3/s airflow) 
All three curves exhibit a minimum of aluminum mass at a pressure drop around 80 kPa. 
This effect is due to the tradeoff between the width and the length of the tube. As pressure drop 
decreases at a fixed number of ports, larger hydraulic diameters are needed to carry the fluid. This 
shortens the length of the tube. However, as hydraulic diameter increases, so does the width of 
the tube. Increasing width hurts the air-side heat transfer coefficient and also adds aluminum in the 
form of wall thickness. At some point, the benefit due to shortening the tube is outweighed by the 
decreased heat transfer coefficient. 
Figure 2.3 shows that small hydraulic diameters are preferred. For a given capacity and 
number of ports, smaller diameter ports decrease the aluminum mass because the walls can be 
made thinner without reducing burst strength (see Appendix A). Also, the smaller hydraulic 
diameter leads to narrower tubes and ·therefore higher heat transfer coefficients. As the diameter 
continues to decrease, the pressure drop increases and the length increases. Eventually, the large 
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pressure drop (as much as 275 kPa in the 200 W, 0.7 mm case) causes the exit temperature of the 
refrigerant to drop below the iIilet temperature of the air. This results in the sharp rise in condenser 
mass at small diameters. The vertical line marks the existing tube diameter used to scale the web 
and wall thicknesses. 
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Figure 2.3: Variation of condenser mass with hydraulic diameter 
(Tair = 32°C, 2 circuits, 10 ports, 0.1 m3/s airflow) 
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Figure 2.4: Effects of circuiting and heat transfer on aluminum mass 
(Tair = 32°C, 10 ports, 0.1 m3/s airflow, 80 kPa pressure drop) 
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Figure 2.4 shows why two parallel circuits are chosen for the base case analysis. This 
graph plots aluminum mass for condensers having one, two, and three parallel circuits. Using two 
parallel circuits greatly reduces the amount of aluminum required for the condenser. Adding the 
second circuit decreases the mass by about 50% over all single-circuit cases. Adding an extra 
circuit also lowers the coverage factor. 
It should be noted that there is a price associated with this savings in mass. Each circuit 
added req~ires two extra fittings, and these fittings cost about $0.50 each (Reagen, 1994). 
However, even in the 200 W case, a second circuit would save 0.5 kg of extruded aluminum, 
which costs about $4.00 per kg. Therefore, the extra circuit would save about $1.00 in the cost of 
the condenser. For this same reason, it would not be beneficial to use three parallel circuits; the 
mass saved would not offset the cost of the fittings except in large capacity (400 W) condensers. 
Figure 2.5 shows the effect of the volumetric airflow rate on the mass of the condenser. 
The graph shows that the condenser needs a substantial airflow rate to help keep aluminum mass 
low. Because the frontal area of the condenser is kept open to allow for ease of cleaning, the air 
velocity must be provided by the fan speed. This graph quantifies the diminishing returns 
obtainable by increasing the fan speed. An airflow rate between 0.075 and 0.1 m3/s should prove 
adequate. 
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Figure 2.5: Effects of airflow and heat transfer on aluminum mass 
(T air = 32 °C, 2 circuits, 10 ports, 80 kPa pressure drop) 
The next graph (Figure 2.6) examines the effect of volumetric flow rate and the frontal area 
on the shear power and the total power. The shear power is the power which must be provided to 
overcome the effects of shear along the walls of the duct and along the tubes themselves. The total 
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power which must be provided by the fan must also include the power necessary to increase the 
velocity of the air. These values were obtained using a simple laminar flow analysis and do not 
include the effects of any complex ducting, fan/motor efficiencies, or possible turbulent transition. 
The graph is meant to show that the theoretical power requirements are not extreme, even when 
using large (0.125 m3/s) airflow rates and small (0.05 m2) frontal areas. Existing condensers use 
12-16 W fans to supply about 0.75 m3/s airflow over condensers 
~ 
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Figure 2.6: Variation of air-side power with airflow and frontal area 
('I'air = 32°C, 2 circuits, 10 ports, Q = 300 W, 80 kPa pressure drop) 
An alternative duct design was considered: the "chimney" condenser would be a narrow 
rectangular duct mounted vertically on the back of the refti-gerator, onto which the extruded 
aluminum tubing would be bonded. This would save space underneath the refrigerator to be used 
for food storage. The compressor would still sit underneath with the fan, which would blow air 
upwards through the duct 
In the analysis, the target capacity was 200 W. The air inlet temperature was 25°C. The 
condensing temperature used was 40 °C, and it was assumed that the whole duct wall would 
transfer heat at this temperature. The brief analysis showed that even for ,fairly large yet narrow 
chimneys (150 cm high by 75 cm wide by 4 cm deep), the airflow rate would have to be quite high 
(0.130 m3/s) to achieve the required 200 W capacity. The value of the space saved probably 
would not offset the cost of the large amounts of aluminum and high airflow rates required. The 
main reason for this poor performance is the low air-side heat transfer coefficient through such a 
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long duct. In the under-cabinet designs, boundary layers restart on every tube and maintain a high 
heat transfer coefficient. Further examination of this design was abandoned. 
Based on the foregoing results, an optimal design was recommended. Because the 
aluminum mass decreased monotonically with decreasing port hydraulic diameter, the diameter was 
set to 0.8 mm, the smallest currently manufacturable diameter (Reagen, 1994). Using the base 
case parameters listed above, the number of ports was varied to detennine the minimum amount of 
aluminum required for manufacture. The results are found in Table 2.1. The optimal 200 W 
condenser has two 12-port tubes and a total mass of 0.56 kg. 
In the attempt to improve on this; several other designs were considered. These three 
designs, shown in Figure 1.1, all rely on the use of extra aluminum to increase surface area of the 
tube. However, the added area will also decrease the air-side heat transfer coefficient by increasing 
the tube width. Only one of the designs actually resulted in a net savings of aluminum: the lateral 
fins of 1.1(c). The blocked port design is an expensive way to add surface area; to provide the 
, 
same width as a lateral fin, twice as much aluminum needs to be added. The connected fins require 
large port diameters to carry the refrigerant, together with small numbers of ports to keep the tube 
widths reasonable. Large diameters translate into large wall thicknesses and heavy tubes since the 
burst strength must be maintained. 
0.70 ,..-----.---,--r----r--.---,----...---r-----r----, 0.70 
~ 0.65 
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~ § 0.60 
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~ 0.55 
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Figure 2.7: Variation of aluminum mass with fin size and number of ports 
(Tair = 32 °C, 2 circuits, 200 W, Dh = 0.8 mm) 
Figure 2.7 shows the result of adding lateral fins to the tubes. The mass is plotted for the 
unfinned case as well as for the cases with 2 mm and 6 mm fms on each side of the tube. A 6 mm 
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fin represents the maximum fin size which will maintain a 97% fm efficiency, as implied by our 
constant surface temperature approximation. The number of ports required to minimize mass 
decreases as the fin size increases because fewer ports are required to provide a given surface area. 
The mass of aluminum is reduced to 0.51 kg. 
Table 2.1 compares the results for both optimal designs. The LMID remains the same, 
indicating that the mass saved is due to the tradeoff between heat transfer coefficient and surface 
area. Although the finned design has a 26% lower heat transfer coefficient, it makes up for this 
with a 36% larger surface area. The tube becomes wider and shorter (there are fewer ports) anq 
the coverage factor increases substantially. 
Table 2.1: Comparison of condensers using laterally fmned and unfmned tubes (200 W) 
No fins 6 mm tins 
Heat transfer (W) 200 200 
Number of ports 12 10 
Total mass of aluminum (kg) 0.56 0.51 
Coverage factor per row (and tube) 0.41 0.55 
Pressure drop (kPa) 70 71 
Temperature drop fC) 2.51 2.57 
Length (all tubing, m) 25.0 18.6 
Hydraulic diameter (mm) 0.8 0.8 
Width of tube (em) 1.22 2.22 
Surface area (external, m2) 0.61 0.83 
Overall heat transfer coefficient (W 1m -K) 40.8 30.2 
Log mean temperature difference COC) 8.29 ! 8.26 
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Chapter 3 
Evaporator analysis 
The evaporator model is very similar to the condenser model The evaporator is essentially 
the same design as the condenser except the duct is vertical rather than horizontal. The same 
refrigerant-side and air-side correlations and assumptions are used in both models. Actually, the 
evaporator model consists of more than just an evaporatOr. A typical (larger-capacity) compressor 
map is used to examine the effect of pressure drop on the COP. The compressor is modeled using 
polynomial curve fits for mass flow and power (Shimon, 1994). The compressor power is scaled 
by the ratio of the mass flow required to deliver 150 W of evaporator capacity and the mass flow 
calculated by the polynomial correlation. 
Rather than specifying the refrigerant inlet temperature as in the condenser model, the exit 
temperature is instead set to -23°C to hold the compressor COP near the same level as in 
conventional refrigerators at the standard test condition. A suction line-liquid line heat exchanger is 
included to provide an inlet enthalpy for the evaporator. This heat exchanger uses a condenser exit 
temperature of 39°C, which was a typical value found from the condenser analysis. Because the 
refrigerant enters the evaporator in the two-phase section, the quality step size is no longer equal to 
0.1. There are still ten steps, but the size is calculated based on the overall change in quality 
through the evaporator. 
The duct dimensions are 5 cm (depth) by 60 cm (width) by 20 cm (height). Initial trials 
showed that the coverage factor of the evaporator would be a concern. Therefore, the two circuits 
of the evaporator are coiled helically as in the case of the condenser, but staggered to produce four 
rows rather than two. This was not possible in the condenser because cleaning access was 
required. The spacing is large enough that blockage due to frost deposition on the tubes is not a 
concern. According to Rite (1991), a conventional evaporator with a 0.5 cm fin spacing and 
operating at 200 W capacity did not become blocked. The tube spacing in all extruded-tube 
evaporator designs considered is always larger than 0.5 cm under similar operating conditions. 
Based on the results of the condenser analysis, the hydraulic diameter assumed was 0.8 mm, since 
it is the smallest manufacturable diameter and because the aluminum mass was observed to 
decrease monotonically with port diameter. 
The low airflow rate in the evaporator (0.25 m3/s) and lack of duct height resulted in very 
high coverage factors and amounts of aluminum mass as compared to the condenser. The base 
case required two 54-port tubes which resulted in an infeasible coverage factor per row of 1.63 and 
a mass of 1.44 kg. From the condenser analysis, it was known that adding lateral fins might save 
aluminum, but at the cost of increasing the coverage factor. A quick ~nves,tigation confinned this 
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hypothesis; the results are seen in Table 3.1. The blocked-port design was not considered since it 
would add weight and increase coverage factor. 
The connecting fin design, however, shows favorable results. Using a single, large 
diameter port with two 7 mm fms can substantially reduce the coverage factor and also save 
aluminum. Further, since the evaporator operates at a much lower pressure than the condenser, the 
maximum burst pressure is much lower. Since the mass of the tubing is largely in the walls and 
not the fins, a substantial amount of mass can be saved by increasing port diameter. The ratio Qf 
the wall thickness to the port diameter is set proportional to the same ratio used in most existing 
conventional evaporators (8.1 mm diameter with 0.71 mm walls). 
Figure 3.1 shows how aluminum mass varies with hydraulic diameter for tubes having one 
and two ports. The single-port tube is clearly superior. The graph shows that the tube with one 
port has a larger diameter than the two port design, which is expected since the single-port tube 
needs more flow area to keep pressure drop low. The minimum value of aluminum mass is only 
0.45 kg, and occurs at a 4.0 mm port diameter . 
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Figure 3.1: Aluminum mass in thin-wall connected-fin evaporators 
(150 W, 7 mm fins, 2 circuits, 0.025 m3/s airflow, Te = -23 °C) 
Table 3.1 compares the base case tube geometry with the two fm-enhanced geometries for a 
two-circuit evaporator. The capacity, duct size, airflow rate, and the number of rows of coiled 
tubing are all constant. The lateral fins reduce mass slightly (by 5%), but increase the coverage 
factor (by 9%) due to the wider tubes. 
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The thin walls save 68% of the aluminum required in the evaporator as compared to the 
base case that was considered initially. The heat transfer is accomplished by trading surface area 
for air-side heat transfer coefficient The connecting-fin tubes are 65% narrower than the base case 
tubes. This provides less than half of the surface area that the base case does, but about twice the 
heat transfer coefficient The large diameters block some of the available frontal area and increase 
velocity by 51 %. The LMID of the optimized evaporator is slightly higher because the large 
diameter P9rt produces less pressure drop than the many small diameter ports in the base case or 
the lateral finned geometries. This thin-wall design does not appear feasible for the other tube 
geometries having small diameter ports, because of manufacturing diffICulties due to the small web 
and wall thickness requirements. 
Table 3.1: Comparison of various tube geometries for two-circuit extruded aluminum evaporators 
Base case 7 mm lateral Connecting 
fin fin 
Heat transfer (W) 150 150 150 
Frontal dim. (cm) 5x60 5x60 5x60 
Nrow 4 4 4 
Dh(mm) .a .8 4.0 
Airflow (m3/s) 0.025 0.025 0.025 
vair (m/s) .93 .93 1.4 
Nport 54 52 1 
mass (kg) 1.44 1.37 0.46 
Wtube (em) 5.5 6.7 1.9 
CFrow 1.63 1.78 0.75 
h(Wjm2K) 16.1 14.6 32.8 
As (m2) 1.56 1.71 0.72 
LMIDfC) 6.2 6.2 . 6.5 
twall (mm) 0.26 0.26 0.30 
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Chapter 4 
System analysis 
The condenser and the evaporator have been optimized separately, but a full model of a 
domestic refrigerator system is necessary to demonstrate whether or not the interaction between 
these components will produce a different optimum. In order to construct the model of the entire 
system, the evaporator and condenser models have been combined. Additional equa~ions were 
added to describe the desuperheating section of the condenser. As shown in Table 4.1, the-entire 
model now consists of approximately 860 equations, 550 of which are solved simultaneously. 
Table 4.1: Breakdown of equations in the system model by component 
Component Number of equations 
Evaporator 424 
Condenser 403 
SLHX 12 
Compressor 18 
The component designs chosen for use in the system model are the, ones which have been 
shown to have the most promising results. These serve as initial guesses for the system 
optimization described below. The condenser uses laterally finned extruded aluminum tubes (6 
mm fins), and the evaporator is of the connected fin design and has a single port with 7 mm fins. 
Both have two parallel circuits. The desuperheating section of the condenser is assumed to have 
the same design as the rest of the condenser; the same number of ports, hydraulic diameter, and 
number of parallel circuits. 
Figure 4.1 shows a diagram of the model input and output parameters. The input 
parameters include the evaporator load (capacity), coverage factor, and the air flow rate and inlet 
temperatures for both the evaporator and the condenser. In the stand-alone condenser model, the 
heat transfer and the refrigerant inlet temperature had been specified, but the system model solves 
for these quantities simultaneously, given only the coverage factor. In the stand-alone evaporator 
model the inlet enthalpy and refrigerant exit temperature had been specified; in the system model, 
these quantities are solved for. The evaporator model included a compressor and a suction line 
heat exchanger, and these are used again in the model of the entire system. These component 
models were described in previous chapters. 
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Figure 4.1: System model inputs and outputs 
The desuperheating section of the condenser uses the outlet temperature from the 
compressor and the inlet temperature to the two-phase section of the condenser to determine 
pressure drop and a UA value. These two quantities are used to calculate the length of the tubing 
and the heat transfer area required for the desuperheating section. The following formula by 
Haaland (1983) is the pressure drop correlation used: 
-=-l8·log -'-+ --1 0 [ 6 9 (E/Dh)10U] 
f112 ReD 3.7 
This formula is the explicit form of the traditional Moody chart for turbulent pipe flow with 
friction. The roughness is specified as 0.0015 mm, which is recommended by White (1986) for 
drawn tubing. 
In the two-phase sections of the condenser, the refrigerant side resistance is assumed to be 
negligible, but in the de superheating section, a refrigerant side heat transfer coefficient is 
calculated. The Gnielinski (1976) correlation is used to determine the Nusselt number along the 
length of the tube: 
N - (f/8)(ReD-l000)Pr UD-
1 + 12. 7(f/8)112(Jlrl/3 -1) 
This correlation was chosen because of its applicability at small Reynolds numbers; the 
typical value calculated in this analysis is about 4500. The Nusselt number is calculated using 
refrigerant properties evaluated at the midpoint of the desuperheating section. 
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Comparison to conventional technology 
. 
Table 4.2 shows the results of the system optimization. Both the condenser and the 
evaporator differ from the configuration found from suboptimizing each component. Table 4.2 
compares conventional refrigerator heat exchangers and their optimal extruded aluminum 
counterparts. The capacity for the extruded aluminum evaporator was specified at 150 W, which 
might be representative of improved cabinet designs for refrigerators meeting 1998 standards. 
Airflow rates are set equal to those used in conventional designs, and overall duct volume i.s 
approximately equal to that of current refrigerators. The coverage factors (per row) of the extruded 
aluminum evaporator and condenser are set at 0.7, which is assumed to be the maximum value, 
allowing for frost buildup and for minimizing interference with downstream tubes. In keeping 
with the flat-plate heat transfer assumption, the hydraulic diameter of the evaporator tubing is 
limited to 5.0 mm. If the diameter were much larger and the cross-section remained circular, this 
assumption might no longer be valid. 
Although the duct volumes are basically the same, each design (conventional or extruded 
aluminum) uses the volume differently. The conventional evaporator and condenser shown here 
are typical of a top-mount domestic refrigerator which has a "U-shaped" condenser duct. The 
extruded aluminum design, in an attempt to minimize air-side pressure drop, moves the same 
amount of air at half the velocity and discharges it over the compressor at the rear of the unit. 
Table 4.2 shows that the relatively high air velocity in the condenser of the conventional 
refrigerator results in a high overall heat transfer coefficient as compared to the extruded aluminum 
design. The lateral fins yield wide tubes (2.2 cm) in the extruded aluminum condenser. This 
tubing has a low air-side heat transfer coefficient, but more than makes up 'for this with twice the 
surface area of the conventional design. The extra surface area results in a LMTD that is 3.2 °C 
lower than the conventional design. 
It should be noted that the frontal areas listed in Table 4.2 are not flow areas. These 
quantities are included to show geometry. The air velocities, however, have been calculated by 
dividing the airflow rate by the effective frontal areas, to account for blockage due to the fins and 
tubes. 
In the evaporator, the situation is reversed. The high velocity in the extruded aluminum 
evaporator is due to the large blockage area (about 0.014 m2, or 47% of the frontal area). This air 
velocity compensates for the lack of surface area. The conventional evaporator has more than 
twice the surface area of the extruded aluminum design due to its many fms and large-diameter 
tubes. The LMTD of the extruded aluminum evaporator is reduced to 5.8 °C, which is mainly due 
to its higher heat transfer coefficient (39 W/m2K, as opposed to 24 W/m'lK in the conventional 
design). 
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The extruded aluminum condenser has a mass of 0.65 kg, corresponding to a cost of about 
$2.60, assuming that the cost of the aluminum extrusion is about $4 per kg. Four connections are 
required for this condenser (two per parallel circuit); they are assumed to cost $0.50 apiece, 
bringing the total condenser cost to $4.60. The extruded aluminum evaporator consists of 0.53 kg 
of aluminum, which translates into $2.12. It also requires four connections, for a total cost of 
$4.12. The total mass of the evaporator plus the condenser is 1.18 kg. 
Table 4.2: Comparison of conventional and extruded aluminum system compOnents 
Condenser Evaporator 
Conventional Extruded 1 Conventional Extruded 1 
Heat transfer (W) 295 196 235 150 
Duct volume (m3) 0.0375 0.0375 0.006 0.006 
Airflow (m3/s) 0.074 0.074 0.032 0.032 
Frontal area (m2) 0.0375 0.075 0.050 0.030 
Air velocity (m/s) 2.2 1.0 1.1 2.0 
Diameter (mm) 5.1 0.8 8.1 5.0 
Length (m) 15.0 23.5 11.9 17.0 
Tube width (cm) - 2.2 - 2.0 
Number of ports 1 10 -I 1 
CFrow - 0.7 - 0.7 
Surface area (m2) 0.61 1.03 1A8 0.67 
U(W/m2K) 42 26 24 39 
LM'In2rC) 9.4 . 6.2 ' . 7.2 5.8 
Rl34a charge (g) 110 36 41 20 
Aluminum mass (kg) - 0.65 - 0.53 
Compressor Cop3 1.40 1.67 1.40 1.67 
Estimated cosr4 ($) - 4.60 - 4.12 
1. Two parallel circuits. 
2. LMTD pertains to two-phase section of heat exchangers at design conditions. 
3. Assuming the same compressor efficiency for each refrigerator. 
4. Assuming $4/kg extrusions and $0.50/fitting. 
The refrigerant inventory of the heat exchangers is of particular interest, since the charge in 
these two components represents a substantial portion of the total inventory in the refrigerator. It 
should be noted that the extruded aluminum condenser yields a 51 % reduction in refrigerant charge 
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(0.19 g/W of capacity) over the conventional model, and the extruded evaporator saves 22% (0.04 
g/W of capacity). There are two reasons for the large difference between the conventional and 
extruded designs. The frrst is the conventional designs have larger interior tube volumes (the total 
volume of the two circuit extruded designs is smaller than the single-circuit conventional designs). 
The extruded aluminum condenser has 42% less interior tube volume per Watt of capacity than the 
conventional design, and the extruded aluminum evaporatoi- has 15% less volume per Watt than the 
conventional evaporator. The second reason is that the refrigerant inventory for the conventional 
design was calculated using the Hughmark correlation. The Zivi (1964) correlation was used for 
the small-diameter tubes, based on experiments by Zietlow (1995). Goodson (1994) showed that 
differences between the two correlations could account for as much as 30% of the total refrigerant 
charge. 
The extruded aluminum condenser yields a 51 % reduction in refrigerant charge over the 
conventional model. If refrigerant R134a is assumed to cost $22/kg (about $lO/lbm), then this is a 
savings of $0.82. The extruded aluminum evaporator saves 22% of the refrigerant as compared to 
the conventional design. This amount of refrigerant represents a savings of $0.13. The net costs, 
therefore, of the extruded aluminum condenser and evaporator are $3.78 and $3.99, respectively, 
which are within the range of competitive values. 
The COP of the compressor operating with the extruded aluminum heat exchangers is 1.67. 
The conventional refrigerator has a COP of 1.40. This difference is due to the LMID reductions 
obtained by setting coverage factors for the extruded aluminum condenser and evaporator at their 
upper limits, and to the assumption that the capacity of future evaporators need only be 150 W. 
This analysis shows that extruded aluminum heat exchangers using the same airflow and duct 
volume as conventional designs can yield the benefits of an increased COP at a reasonable cost. 
COP sensitivity analysis 
A sensitivity analysis was performed on the extruded aluminum design previously 
discussed to determine what the best areas are to focus on in order to increase the compressor 
COP. Table 4.3 shows the effect of changing seven different parameters in the heat exchangers 
and the corresponding percentage increase in the COP. 
Volumetric flow in a heat exchanger can be increased in two ways. The first method is to 
increase fan power at a constant frontal area and therefore increase the air velocity. The second 
method is to maintain constant velocity but increase the frontal area. Both of these are considered 
here. It can be seen that in both the condenser and the evaporator, it is more effective to increase 
velocity than to add frontal area. This is because when the velocity is increased, the air side heat 
transfer coefficient increases along with the mass flow. The drawback of adding frontal area is that 
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it will decrease the amount of room in the food compartment of the refrigerator. This space is 
worth as much as $50 per cubic foot ($1770/m3). The increase in fan power associated with both 
methods will cost more to run, and could potentially hurt the overall system ,COP. 
The next attempt is to examine the effect of increasing duct length. This yields better 
results than increasing volumetric flow. At a constant coverage factor, increasing the duct length is 
increasing the mass of the heat exchanger. More tubing is being packed into a larger space. The 
disadvantage is the resulting shortage of space in the food compartment 
The last parameter adjusted was the evaporator capacity. Increasing the required capacity 
by 10% provides the largest change in COP in Table 4.3. This shows why the extruded aluminum 
heat exchangers have such a good compressor COP compared to the conventional designs; 
required capacity is very important. Table 4.3 shows that improvements in COP can best be 
achieved by adjusting evaporator parameters rather than the altering the condenser. 
Table 4.3: Sensitivity of COP to 10% increase in design 
Condenser p~rameter . COP increase (%) \' 
Volumetric flow 0.79 
(constant frontal area) 
Volumetric flow . 0.17 
(constant velocity) 
Duct length 1.06 
Evaporator parameter 
Volumetric flow 1.37 
(constant frontal area) 
Volumetric flow 0.63 
(constant velocity) 
Duct length 1.38 
I 
Evaporator capacity - 3.98 
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Chapter 5 
Summary and conclusions . 
Several models were constructed in order to examine the possibility of using extruded 
aluminum tubing in condensers and evaporators for domestic refrigerators. Investigations were 
conducted into material (mass) requirements, cost, system efficiency, and refrigerant inventory. 
The condenser was modeled as a cross· counterflow design. An optimization was 
perfonned in an attempt to minimize mass required for a small (200 W) condenser. The duct 
volume and airflow rate were held within conventional limits for comparison, and tube spacing 
was large enough for cleaning purposes. The two-phase pressure drop was about 75 kPa. It was 
demonstrated that two parallel circuits reduced mass by reducing pressure drop while maintaining 
an adequate heat transfer coefficient. Small hydraulic diameters reduce mass by keeping wall 
thickness to a minimum. 
Design tradeoffs were explored between aluminum mass and many parameters, including 
capacity, fan power, the number of parallel circuits and various geometric tube parameters. The 
base case design optimized at 12 ports with a 0.8 mm hydraulic diameter. The mass of aluminum 
was 0.56 kg and the condenser fit in a duct similar in size to that of existing refrigerators. Adding 
lateral fins and reducing the number of ports decreased mass to 0.51 kg at the expense of coverage 
factor. Other geometries were examined, but none showed positive results. 
The evaporator model was based on the same fundamental equations as the condenser, but 
included a compressor and suction line-liquid line heat exchanger. This allowed us to analyze the 
effect of pressure drop on the compressor COP. As in the condenser. airflow rate and duct volume 
were comparable to that for conventional technology. Coverage factor proved to be the restrictive 
constraint and only a connecting fin design would fit in a duct of conventional size. This 
evaporator design had thin-walled tubes due to a lower requirements on burst pressure in the 
evaporator. The best design had a mass of 0.46 kg. and the effect of pressure drop on COP was 
not significant 
The system model was intended to reinforce the conclusions reached with the condenser 
and evaporator models and to show that a workable design could be achieved using the extruded 
aluminum technology. The two best designs from the evaporator and condenser analyses were 
incorporated into the system model. The coverage factor was specified as the maximum allowable 
in each duct (0.7) and evaporator capacity was set at 150 W. The optimized system showed that a 
condenser could be made of 0.65 kg of aluminum for $4.60 and an evaporator of 0.53 kg for 
$4.12. With the use of these components the COP would be 1.67. A sensitivity analysis showed 
that the largest COP improvements could be obtained easiest by relaxing size and airflow 
constraints on the evaporator. 
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Appendix A 
Simulation of a counterflow microchannel condenser 
This version of the condenser model uses pressure drop correlations for R-134a from an 
ACRe report by A. L. de Souza (1992). The counterflow geometry is modeled in this analysis. 
The microchannel tubes are assumed to be of rectangular cross section; each microchannel port is 
of square cross section. For flow calculations; the microchannel tut>es are treated as if they are 
composed of a number of small cylindrical channels; a hydraulic diameter is used to compensate 
for the different geometry. 
In this analysis, the condensing coil is assumed to be a continuous flat microchannel tube 
which is formed in a cross-counterflow configuration. There may be one or more parallel circuits 
in the condenser. This geometry allows use of the flat plate Nusselt number correlations in the 
determination of air-side convection heat transfer coefficient. Each tube has a number of bends 
separated by straight sections of tube. In this analysis, each straight section of the tubing is 
modeled as a stand-alone heat exchanger with the inlet conditions of one section being the outlet 
conditions of the previous section. The bends in the tube are not taken into account. It is assumed 
that they are of negligible length, which is a valid assumption for a spiral configuration. This 
assumption is not valid, however, for a planar (railroad track) design in which the tube is bent 
around its width instead of its thickness. 
For purposes of the analysIs, the condenser is considered to be divided into ten sections. 
Each section represents aO.l decrease in quality. The total heat transfer and total pressure drop 
required are specified along with the number of parallel circuits, number of ports (microchannels) 
per tube, and the frontal area of the condenser. The volume flow rate of air and inlet temperatures 
of both air (32 °C) and refrigerant (42 °C) are also specified. The effectiveness-NTU method is 
used together with the pressure drop correlations to solve simultaneously for the inlet and exit 
conditions at all sections of the microchannel tube. Temperature and pressure of the refrigerant at 
the outlet of each section are calculated, along with the necessary length of microchannel tubing for 
that section. 
The required hydraulic diameter and width of the tube are also found. These are used to 
find the total mass of the aluminum tubing. For purposes of mass calculations, it is assumed that 
the web thickness (between channels) and the wall thickness are linearly dependent on ~e 
hydraulic diameter. This is because as the hydraulic diameter of a pressure vessel is increased the 
wall thickness must increase proportionately to hold the stress on the tubing constant. More 
material must be added to insure that the tubing does not burst. Peerless of America is 
manufacturing a microchannel tube with a hydraulic diameter of 0.79 mm. This tube has a web 
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thickness of 0.19 mm and wall thickness of 0.25 mm. The web and wall dimensions used in the 
model are proportional to these values. 
The shear force of the air over the tubing and over the condenser duct walls is calculated to 
help detennine air-side geometry effects. The shear power and the power required for the change 
in velocity of the air are also found Constant thennodynamic and transport properties were 
assumed for the air since the air-side temperature difference is small. 
The approximate mass of refrigerant in the condenser is found by summing the mass of R-
134a in each section. The mass in a section is found by dividing the volume of a section by the 
specific volume of the refrigerant (see Appendix B). 
The pressure drop for each section is calculated by summing the contributions of the 
pressure drop due to acceleration and the drop due to friction. In order to calculate these 
components it is necessary to know the quality in each section. For each quality section, the 
friction component is found using deSouza's (1992) experimental correlation which has been 
verified experimentally using refrigerants in tubes as small as 3 mm in diameter: 
along with 
.1Pr = .1PLO . (f)lo 
Cl = 4.172+5.48Fn -1.564Fr? 
Cz = 1. 773-0.169Fn 
Cl = 7.242 
Cz = 1.655 
for 0 S Fl) S 0.7 
for Fr} > 0.7 
The quantity .1PLO is the pressure drop calculated as if the total mixture was flowing as a liquid. 
The acceleration component of the pressure drop is obtained using a non-homogeneous 
void fraction (separated flow) of the vapor and the liquid. The pressure drop due to acceleration is 
found using the Martinelli-Nelson relation (Wallis, 1969) 
This quantity is typically small relative to the pressure drop due to friction. The quantity <Xo is the 
void fraction which appears to approach the homogeneous limit in microchannel condensers at low 
mass velocities (Zietlow and Pedersen, 1995). In this analysis we use the more conservative 
correlation by Zivi (1964): 
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These correlations involve terms in which the quality or the Zivi void fraction is found in 
the denominator. Because of this, the outlet quality is approximated as .01, not O. For similar 
reasons, the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter at the exit is found by extrapolating data from the fIrSt 
nine sections. 
All the necessary thermophysical properties of the refrigerant are evaluated using the 
average temperature in each section. Thermodynamic properties are found using the Martin-Hou 
equation of state (Wilson and Basu, 1989) and transport properties are calculated with polynomial 
curve fits by Shankland et. al. (1989). 
The pressure drop correlations used were obtained from experiments in which annular flow 
was the dominant flow regime. However, this does not mean that the flow in the microchannels 
must be assumed to be annular. De Souza indicated that the Froude number was included as a 
parameter in the correlation to account for the effects of stratified and wavy flow regimes. 
Therefore, it is expected that the pressure drop correlations will prove accurate for this analysis, 
even in the presence of non-annular flow. 
Analysis of Output 
The condenser model was used to construct several graphs. The graphs show how the 
material requirements (mass of aluminum per amount of heat transfer) and space usage (coverage 
factor) of the condenser vary with respect to the number of ports in the tube when a certain 
parameter is changed. The mass of the aluminum is important from a material cost standpoint. 
The coverage factor is the ratio of tube surface area (based on width and length of a tube) to 
condenser area as seen from a top view. The coverage factor is important because if the tube is too 
large, it will not fit underneath a refrigerator. 
Table A.l shows the geometry and operating requirements for the base case of the analysis. 
These are the default parameters in the analysis; these values are used unless it is stated otherwise. 
300 W is in the middle of the sphere of design for heat transfer; it is based on 1993 energy usage 
and a system COP of 1.3. Larger (side-by-side) models will require more heat transfer, and 
proposed 1998 designs will require less. Based on these numbers, analyses will be conducted to 
determine design tradeoffs and optimal operating points. 
The first graph (Figure A.l) is a temperature profile plot for a 300 W condenser with two 
circuits and to-pon tubes. The graph shows the refrigerant entering at 42°C and a quality of one 
. ~ . 
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and leaving at a quality of zero. The change in condensing temperature is due to the pressure drop 
through the tube (SO kPa in this case). It can be seen that most of the temperature change in the 
condenser occurs from quality 1.0 to quality 0.5. This illustrates the fact that most of the pressure 
drop also occurs in this fIrst half of the condenser. The air enters at a temperature of 32 °C and 
increases only about 1 °C as it passes through the heat exchanger. This is due to its small heat 
capacity and relatively high velocity (about 1.3 m/s). 
Table A.l: Condenser model parameters (base case) 
Heat transfer 300W 
Pressure drop SOkPa 
Condenser frontal area .075 m2 (.75 m by 0.1 m) 
Condenser depth .5 m 
Volumetric air flow rate 0.1 m3/~ 
Number of parallel circuits 2 
Air inlet temperature 32°C 
Refrigerant inlet temperature 42°C 
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Figure A.2 shows the effect of varying the pressure drop on the total aluminum mass in the 
condenser. Plots have been made for three different heat transfer rates: 200 W, 300.W, and 400 
W. This graph shows the reason a pressure drop of 80 kPa is chosen as the base case for the 
models. All three curves show a minimum at around 80 kPa. Actually, the true minimum 
aluminum mass occurs for the 200 W case at about 75 kPa, but the pressure drop at which the 
minimum is found increases slightly with an increase in heat transfer. As the graph shows, the 
mass becomes fairly insensitive to the pressure drop at values between 80 kPa and 150 kPa, 
especially for low heat transfer rates. The mass of aluminum increases by only a few grams from. 
75 kPa to 90 kPa. 
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Figure A.2: Aluminum mass vs. condenser pressure drop 
(Tair =·32 °C, 2 cirCuits, 10 ports,.1 m3/s airflow) 
The amount of aluminum decreases at first because a~ the pressure drop increases, the tube 
length increases and the hydraulic diameter decreases. The reduction in port diameter leads to 
narrower tubes, which increases the air-side heat transfer coefficient. At some point, the savings 
due to the increased heat transfer coefficient do not offset the increased length of the microchannel 
tubes, and the mass starts to increase again. Also, if the pressure drop is increasing, the 
temperature difference between the refrigerant and the air is decreasing, which hurts heat transfer 
capability . 
It should be noted that there are limits on the maximum pressure drop which is allowable 
across the condenser. At some point, the specified pressure drop will cause the temperature of the 
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refrigerant at the exit to be lower than the temperature of the inlet air. The closer the exit condition 
gets to this impossible state, the more trouble the model has in obtaining a solution. To examine 
this further, the next graph (Figure A.3) shows how the aluminum mass varies with hydraulic 
diameter for various heat transfer rates. It can be seen that each curve has a minimum, and that as 
the hydraulic diameter increases, the mass increases slowly from this point. This side of the curve 
is almost linear and has a shallow slope. On the other side of the minimum, however, the slope 
rises drastically. Because the slopes are so steep, the Newton-Raphson technique utilized by the 
equation solver has trouble rmding a solution. 
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Figure A.3: Condenser mass vs. hydraulic diameter 
('fair = 32 °C, 2 circuits, 10 ports, .1 m3/s airflow) 
Small changes in hydraulic diameter lead to huge changes in aluminum mass. For a 200 W 
condenser with a hydraulic diameter of 0.71 mm, the pressure drop is about 275 kPa. The 
temperature of the refrigerant at the exit of the tubing is about 32 °C. This small temperature 
difference makes it difficult to transfer heat at the low-quality end of the condenser. The plot also 
shows the hydraulic diameter of the base case microchannel tube for comparison. This hydraulic 
diameter is used in the model to proportionally scale the web and wall thicknesses. 
Figure A.4 is a plot of the total aluminum mass versus the heat transfer for three different 
refrigerant inlet temperatures (39°C, 42 °C, and 45 °C) and two allowable pressure drops (30 kPa 
and 80 kPa). An inlet air temperature of 32 °c was assumed for all trials. The graph shows that 
the effects of decreasing the refrigerant temperature can be severe. At 200 W of heat transfer and 
an 80 kPa pressure drop, a condenser with a 45 °c condensing temperature has a mass of 0.38 kg, 
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whereas with an inlet condensing temperature of 39°C, the condenser mass is 1.12 kg. At 400 W 
the condenser with the low temperature inlet requires 4.28 kg of aluminum, and the high inlet 
temperature condenser only uses 1.36 kg. 
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Figure A.4: Aluminum mass vs. heat transfer for counterflow htx 
(Tair = 32°C, 2 circuits, 10 ports, .1 m3/s airflow) 
The graph points out that the mass of aluminum for the 39°C condensing temperature is 
actually greater for the high pressure drop case than for the low pressure drop case. This is due to 
the importance of the temperature. difference betweenthe re~gerant and the air. A condenser 
operating at a lower condensing temperature CaI)not tolerate as high a pressure drop. The 
aluminum ma~s is more sensitive to the condensing temperature than to the pressure drop. The 
results also indicated that the saving on the refrigerant inventory was approximately equal to that 
for aluminum mass in all cases (see Appendix B). 
It can be seen that the aluminum mass does not decrease linearly, as might be expected, 
with increasing condensing temperature. This is because as the condensing temperature increases, 
less surface area is required. This means that not only can tubes be shorter, they can be narrower 
in width. The narrower tubes provide higher air-side heat transfer coefficients, which further 
improves the performance. Coverage factors with a condensing temperature of 39°C range 
between 0.69 and 1.82 (an impossible design) because the number of passes is very high (29 to 
53). Results for the 42 °C condensing temperature are feasible, and the 45°C case is better still. It 
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should be noted that if the condensing temperature is higher, the compressOr will have to do more 
work. The choice of condensing temperature will depend on the sensitivity of the COP with 
respect to the pressures seen by the compressor. 
Figure A.5 is a graph of the aluminum mass against the number of pons for various heat 
transfer rates. The driving force behind this graph is to determine the sensitivity of condenser 
mass to the number of ports. As it can be seen from the graph, the variation of mass does not 
depend strongly on the number of ports, especially for low amounts of heat transfer. At 200 W, 
the difference in material usage is only 0.15 kg more for a 5 port microchannel tube than for a 20 
port tube (.52 kg versus 0.66 kg). The dependence on the number of ports is slightly stronger for 
the 400 W case. At this amount of heat transfer, a 5 port tube has 2.46 kg of aluminum while a 20 
port tube requires only 1.91 kg, a difference of 0.55 kg. 
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It should be pointed out that as the number of ports increases, there is no minimum value of 
aluminum mass. The mass of aluminum continues to decrease in a seemingly asymptotic manner. 
As more ports are added, the aluminum saved becomes negligible. At 200 W of heat transfer and 
30 ports, the mass of the condenser is 0.48 kg, about 0.04 kg less than the 20 port case. 
However, the width of the tube increases from 1.6 cm to 2.0 cm and the hydraulic diameter 
decreases from 0.62 mm to 0.52 mm. It might not be possible to manufacture ports this small, and 
wider tubes could necessitate spiraling the tubing rather than using the "railroad track" design. At 
50 ports, the situation is even worse, as the hydraulic diameter decreases to 0.42 mm while the 
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tube width increases to 2.7 cm. The extra 20 ports reduce the mass of the tubing by only 0.03 kg, 
down to 0.45 kg. To investigate the asymptote effect, the model was run with 1000 ports. The 
results showed that the hydraulic diameter and the aluminum mass are both asymptotically 
approaching values of zero. The hydraulic diameter reached 0.12 mm and the mass was 0.29 kg. 
It seems as though competing effects are at work with regard to the variation in port 
numbers. Fewer ports means narrower tubes and higher heat transfer coefficients. This is because 
hair is theo~tically infinite at the front of the tube and drops off rapidly downstream of the leading 
edge. However, wider tubes offer smaller hydraulic diameters since there are more ports. This 
results in shorter tubes (to hold Ap constant as diameter decreases) and thinner walls, both of 
which decrease the mass of the condenser. An interesting limit to this analysis is obtained when 
only a single port tube is specified. The flat plate heat transfer assumption is no longer valid (the 
tube now has a square or circular cross section) and much more mass is required. The following 
are the correlations for external flow over a flat-plate and a cylinder (lncropera and DeWitt, 1990): 
. 664k Rei Pr·333 iiplatc = ----""---L 
.683k Re~ Pr·333 ii~= ---~---­
D 
40< Re < 4000 
It can be seen that the value of hair is higher than that for a round tube since D == L for a one port 
tube. Even with the assumption of flat plate heat transfer, the mass is 1.04 kg for a 200 W 
condenser. This is 0.38 kg more aluminum than for a condenser design utilizing 5 port tubes. The 
reason for this is that large hydraulic diameters require thicker walls, and have very long tube 
lengths for a given pressure drop. 
Figure A.6 shows the mass of aluminum plotted against the required amount of heat 
transfer. This time the parameter is the volumetric air flow rate. It can be seen that the air flow rate 
and the mass of aluminum are not linearly related. For a 300 W condenser, as the volume flow 
rate is increased from 0.075 m3/s to 0.1 m3/s, the aluminum mass decreases by about 0.31 kg 
(1.55 kg to 1.24 kg). However, as volume flow rate is increased from 0.1 m3/s to 0.125 m~/s, 
the mass decreases by only around 0.19 kg (1.24 kg to 1.05 kg). Due to this diminishing return, a 
point will be reached where it will not be worth it to increase the fan speed further; the cost of the 
electricity (and perhaps noise considerations) will outweigh the savings in aluminum. It would 
probably be best to keep the air flow rate around 0.1 m3/s for this condenser. If lower fan power 
is required, the frontal area could be reduced, keeping in mind that there needs to be room for two 
parallel circuits. 
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Figure A.7 shows the effect of changing the number of parallel circuits in a condenser 
using IO-port tubes. The condenser mass is plotted against the heat transfer for 1,2, and 3 circuits 
of microchannel tubes. It can be seen that the mass can be substantially decreased as more rows 
are added, although the cost of manifolding increases. Also, the number of parallel circuits is 
practically limited by the amount of space available. Even three rows of microchannel tubing might 
be difficult to fit into a condenser if they are to be reachable from the front for cleaning. Space is 
valuable in a refrigerator, and if the tubes are too close together, cleaning could be problematic . 
. On the other hand, a one-circuit condenser would require at least 80% more material for all 
cases. For the 400 W design, adding an additional circuit reduces the amount of aluminum 
required by the condenser by half. Also, in some cases it is not physically possible to fit a one row 
condenser into a space of the given dimensions (.75 m by 0.5 m) without spiraling it into multiple 
"rows". As Table A.2 shows, single circuit designs would have coverage factors greater than one 
due to the large number of passes required. 
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Figure A.7: Aluminum mass vs. heat transfer 
(Tair = 32°C, 80 kPa drop, 10 ports, .1 m3/s airflow) 
Table A.2: Coverage factors for a one-circuit condenser using 10-port tubes 
Heat transfer Coverage Factor Coverage factor 
(W) (1 circuit) (2 circuits) 
200 1.00 .39 
250 1.37 .53 
300 1.78 .68 
350 2.24 .84 
400 2.75 1.00 
From the graph (A.7) it can be concluded that two circuits is probably ideal for a 
microchannel condenser if cleaning access is required. It has been assumed that the condenser 
tubing is formed in a flat configuration, with enough cleaning space above, below, and between 
the two parallel circuits. For designs with low amounts of heat transfer (and therefore small 
coverage factors) both tubes could lie on planes only a few millimeters apart. This would provide 
for easy cleaning and allow the frontal area to be smaller. An alternative geometry is to assume that 
the tubes are coiled with one spiral nested inside the other, or one downstream of the other. 
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Figure A.S is a plot of coverage factor versus the number of ports: The graph points out 
that a small number of ports leads to lower coverage factors. Although fewer ports means longer 
tube length and larger diameters (more mass), the smaller width results in less surface being 
covered. Wider tubes also require larger bending radii. For the 300 W case with 5 ports (coverage 
factor 0.56), the tube must make 30.4 passes with a tube width of 0.93 em (fairly small). With 25 
ports the coverage factor is 0.S7. This is quite high, as it represents 19.6 passes and a tube width 
of 2.23 cm. This could definitely cause manufacturing difficulties with bending. It might be 
possible to maintain a near-planar configuration by bending wider tubes up out of the plane rath~r 
than in a flat "unbanked railroad track" fashion. Hydraulic diameters for this case range between 
0.70 mm (25 ports) and 1.39 mm (5 ports). The graph shows very low coverage factors at low 
amounts of heat transfer. The factor of 0.33 for the 200 W, 5 port case represents an 22-pass tube 
that is 0.74 cm wide. Hydraulic diameters vary between 0.56 mm (20 ports) and 1.12 mm (5 
ports). 
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Figure A.S: Coverage factor vs number of ports 
(Tair = 32°C, 2 circuits, SO kPa drop, .1 m3/s aiflow) 
Figure A.9 shows the air-side shear power and total power plotted against the frontal area 
of the condenser. The shear power is important because it represents part of the power which must 
be provided by the fan. The shear power is calculated as the shear force on the tubing multiplied 
by the velocity of the air. The shear power is greatly affected by velocity, as is expected. As either 
air flow increases or frontal area decreases, shear power increases. Shear power is more sensitive 
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to changes in flow rate than in frontal area. The total power (the sum of shear power and power 
due to the change in velocity of the air) is greater than the shear power by a factor of 2.2 at 0.075 
m3/s. This factor increases to about 3 at 0.125 m3/s. 
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Figure A.9: Airside power vs. frontal area 
(Tair = 32 °C,2 circuits, 300 W, 80 kPa drop, 10 ports) 
It should be noted that at frontal areas of 0.05 m2, the condenser is only 6.7 cm in height 
This would make cleaning a two-row condenser very difficult The values for the power are meant 
to show relationship only and are not meant to be taken as completely accurate. The correlations 
used to calculate these quantities assume laminar flow only and do not consider the possibility of 
transition to turbulence (along the top and bottom walls, for example). Also, the "total" power 
must be divided by the product of the fan and motor efficiencies. 
Figure A.l 0 shows the effect of heat transfer and air flow rate on the mass of refrigerant in 
the condenser. The condenser heat transfer is the most important parameter with respect to 
refrigerant mass. When heat transfer is increased from 200 W to 400 W, the refrigerant mass 
increases by a factor of around 3.7. As air flow rate is increased, the amount of refrigerant 
required decreases. The graph shows this effect is not linear. Refrigerant mass increases by a 
factor of 2.0 as air flow rate decreases from 0.125 m3/s to 0.05 m3/s. Analyses of other cases 
showed that refrigerant mass varies only slightly with the number of ports. The refrigerant 
inventory is almost directly proportional to the mass of aluminum in the condenser (see Appendix 
B). 
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Chimney condenser 
As an alternative to the standard condenser which is mounted underneath the refrigerator, 
the possibility for a chimney condenser was investigated. A "hot wall" chimney condenser is 
assumed to consist of a narrow (4-6 cm wide) channel mounted on the back of the refrigerator. 
Microchannel tubing would be embedded in the chimney walls. Because the condenser is mounted 
on the back of the refrigerator, the space saved under the refrigerator may now be used for food 
storage. The change in volume is worth about one dollar per liter of space saved. The compressor 
and the fan will still be mounted underneath the refrigerator. 
" 
In order to determine the feasibility of this design, a simple flat plate laminar boundary 
layer model was used. It was assumed that the plate would have an operating temperature equal to 
the refrigerant condensing temperature (40°C). The target for the design was 200 W of heat 
transfer. The inlet air temperature is assumed to be 25°C. The width of the condenser remains 
0.75 m, but the length is increased to 1.5 m to account for the available height of the refrigerator. 
Initial trials indicated that the 200 W goal would not be attainable with only one heated wall unless 
very high air flow rates were used A two wall design (two microchannel tubes) was therefore 
analyzed in the hope of attaining reasonably low fan speeds. 
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Figure A.ll is a plot of the heat transfer versus the air flow rate for condenser widths of 4 
cm and 6 cm. The graph shows that the target value can be achieved with a chimney width of 4 em 
and an air flow rate of 0.12 m3/s. Total power (due to dissipation and flow work) is 1.3 Wat 
0.12 m3/s and 196 W of heat transfer. This is a fairly narrow chimney and cleaning might pose 
problems, especially since it must be done from the top of the condenser. The 6 cm width offers 
more room for cleaning, but the air flow rate must increase by a factor of 1.5. The total power 
required is ~.9 Wat 0.18 m3/s and 196 W of heat transfer. It should be pointed out that to obtain 
the required fan power these values need to be divided by the fan and motor efficiencies. 
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Figure A.ll: Heat transfer vs. air flow for chimney condenser 
The results of this brief analysis are somewhat negative. Even with a 15°C temperature 
difference, these air flow rates are still higher than that required by the more traditional under-
refrigerator design. The main reason for this is that there is no restarting of the boundary layer. In. 
the counterflow design examined previously, the air passes over many tubes, each of which forms 
its own boundary layer. This helps to increase the heat transfer. Not only are the air flow rates 
higher, but more aluminum is required as well. Even the manufacturing cost may increa,se, 
because the tubes have to be bent and then bonded to a larger piece of sheet metal. However, it is 
still possible that the necessary increase in the fan power and the mass of the condenser will be 
offset by the dollars worth of space saved under the refrigerator cabinet 
It should be noted that at these velocities, the laminar flow analysis is valid. The flow is 
nearing the transition to turbulence at the top of the chimney (Reynolds nJ}mbers range between 
177,000 and 480,(00). Boundary layer thickness is never more than 1.5 em, so the flat plate 
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approximation holds. This analysis does not place any restrictions on the refrigerant side of the 
heat exchanger except that there must be enough tubing to guarantee. constant surface tempemture. 
No considemtion has been given to the pressure drop of the refrigerant which would be required to 
achieve this design. Also, the contribution of free convection off the back side of the chimney is 
probably significant and has not been taken into account here. 
If cleaning was not required, the width of the chimney could be reduced even further. This 
would be the case if most of the dust and grease w~ trapped near the bottom of the chimney. If 
the width of the chimney was reduced from 4 cm to 2 cm, the velocity of the air would double. 
This would increase the heat transfer by about 40%, since the Nusselt number is proportional to 
the square root of the Reynolds number. 
An additional idea might be to use a microchannel tube in a wire and tube heat exchanger 
with natural convection. Instead of round tubes, a narrow microchannel could be bent into a 
milroad track configumtion. Wires could be bonded to the surface. If more tubing was required, a 
wider tube could be spiraled (bending around the tube thickness) and two sets of wires added. 
Optimal designs 
Based on these results, feasible designs will be recommended for both one circuit and two 
parallel circuit condensers opemting at 200 W. The following are the constmints on the condenser 
design: 
Qcond=200W 
Tcond=42°C (Pcond = 1073 kPa) 
Tair=32°C 
Dh~0.79mm 
twall ~ 0.25 mm 
tweb ~ 0.20 mm 
CFrow SO.7 
(linearly dependent on Db) 
(linearly dependent on Db) 
(coverage factor per row) 
CFrow = CFtube • Ncirc I Nrow 
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RS = hduct / (Nrow + 1) > 3.0 cm (row spacing) 
hduct = 10 em (used for both 1 and 2 circuits) 
Nrow = 2 (used for both 1 and 2 circuits) 
wduct = 0.75 m (vair = 1.3 m/s) 
dduct = 0.5 m (depth of heat exchanger duct) 
All designs assume a 42°C inlet temperature for the refrigerant and a 32°C inlet air 
temperature. Volumetric flow rate should be 0.1 m3/s; higher velocities will not help much in the 
way of heat transfer (see Figure A.6) and will increase shear power (Figure A.9). 
Because smaller hydraulic diameters increase the heat transfer, the smallest diameter 
possible is used in the optimization. Currently, limits on the extrudability of aluminum indicate 
that the diameter should be no smaller than 0.79 mm (Reagen, 1994) if the ratios of the thicknesses 
to the diameter are held constant. The wall thickness corresponding to this diameter is 0.25 mm 
and the web thickness is 0.20 mm. H these thicknesses are any smaller, problems are encountered 
maintaining dimensional tolerances. 
The coverage factor per tube is the surface area of a tube divided by the surface area of the 
duct as viewed from above, and is given by the following formula: 
CFtube = (Ltube· Wtube) / (dduct· wduct> 
H more than one tube is used, the factor must be mUltiplied by the number of tubes. If the tubing 
is coiled into one or more rows, then the coverage factor is divided by the number of rows. An 
effective coverage factor, or coverage factor per row (CFrow) is therefore defmed and used in the 
optimization. A factor of one would indicate complete coverage. Because some room is necessary 
for bends, the limiting coverage factor is considered to be 0.7. 
The condenser height used in the optimization is 10 cm, which is slightly larger than 
necessary (the inequality relation above would yield a 9 cm height for a two-row design). 
Although there is some room for improvement, if the height is much smaller, cleaning could pose 
problems. The width of the condenser is approximately the width of the refrigerator, and is 
assumed to be 0.75 m. 
The number of ports was varied in order to obtain the optimal pressure drop and the 
corresponding aluminum mass. The optimal designs are summarized in Table A.3. The f1l'st 
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possible design is for a one-circuit condenser. The total mass of the microchannel tubing will be 
0.9 kg. Notice that the coverage factor per tube is 1.32, and that this means that the tube must be 
coiled into two rows in order to fit in the 10 cm high space under the refrigerator. The coverage 
factor per row will then be 0.66 (half of the previous value). The large coverage factor is due to 
the tube requiring 30 ports and a tube length of 16.5 m. With 30 ports, the tube has a width of 3.0 
cm. The pressure drop is about 64 kPa. 
Table A.3: Two possible condenser designs for 200 W of heat transfer 
One-circuit condenser Two-circuit condenser 
Condenser frontal area .75 m by 0.1 m .75 m by 0.1 m 
Volumetric air flow rate 0.1 m3/s 0.1 m3/s 
Refrigerant inlet temperature 42°C 42°C 
Air inlet temperature 32°C 32~C 
Condenser depth .5 m .5 m 
Hydraulic diameter .79mm .79mm 
Number of ports 30 12 
Total mass of aluminum .90 kg .56 kg 
Refrigerant charge .049 kg .03 kg 
Coverage factor per tube 1.32 
-' .41 
Coverage factor per row .66 .41 
Pressure drop 64kPa 70kPa 
Temperature drop 2.29°C 2.51°C 
Length (per tube) 16.5m 12.5 m 
Width of tube 3.0cm 1.2cm 
Tube surface area .99m2 .61 m2 
Air-side heat transfer coefficient 26W/m2.K 41 W/m2.K 
Log mean temperature difference 8.0 oC 8.3°C 
With a long tube the pressure drop is high and degrades the average temperature difference. 
in the heat exchanger. Therefore the number of ports must increase in order to bring down the 
pressure drop. However, there is a competing effect because as the tube widens, the air-side heat 
transfer coefficient decreases. Because of this problem with the high pressure drop, the two circuit 
design has much less mass than the single circuit design. 
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The two-circuit design has a mass of only 0.56 kg. This is largely due to the effect just 
discussed, and the tube requires only 12 ports. Because of the small number of ports, the tube is 
only 1.2 em in width. This results in an increase in the air-side heat transfer coefficient of 57% 
(from 26.0 W/m2K to 40.8 W/m2K). Note that although the length of each tube is only 12.5 m, 
the total length is 25 m, which is longer than that for the single circuit design. This design obtains 
its heat transfer surface area by requiring more tube length rather than width. The total surface area 
of the tube is only 0.61 m2 as opposed to 0.99 m2 for the single-circuit design. The coverage 
factor is only 0.41, but remember that this is also for a single tube, so that this design will also 
necessitate coiling the tubes into two rows. The coverage factor per row will then be 0.41 (this is 
obtained from CFrow =.41-2 circuits /2 rows). The two-circuit design also has a correspondingly 
lower refrigerant charge. The charge is almost direcdy proportional to the mass of aluminum in the 
condenser (see Appendix B for more details). 
The log mean temperature difference is approximately the same for both designs. Note that 
although the two-circuit design has a slightly larger pressure drop (and therefore a higher 
temperature drop), it has a larger log mean temperature difference. This is because the single tube 
has a higher oudet air temperature than the two-circuit design (a single tube must transfer all 200 W 
of heat). With two rows, there will be about 3 cm between rows and between each tube and the 
wall (assuming equally spaced tubes). This is satisfactory for cleaning, and could perhaps be 
decreased further by using a slightly smaller condenser height. The pressure drop in the tube is 
about 70 kPa, which is comparable to that"for the one circuit design. 
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Appendix B 
Refrigerant inventory calculations 
In the condenser analysis, it was necessary to determine the refrigerant inventory in the 
microchannel tubes for comparison between designs and ~so to today's models. An investigation 
needed to be done to see how sensitive the refrigerant inventory calculation is to the number of 
steps in the model. The counterflow model currently uses 10 quality steps, while the crossfl~w 
model uses only two (equal length steps). It was difficult to alter the stepsize in the current models 
because if the number of steps (and therefore the stepsize) changes, then all of the initial guesses 
are thrown off. Because it takes time to adjust these guesses, a siritplified model was constructed . 
which allows easier solution. 
Mass calculations 
The simplified model for the condenser basically consists of equal quality steps along a 10 
m microchannel tube with 10 ports. No pressure drop was taken into consideration. The only 
value of interest was the specific volume, so this parameter is calculated at the various quality steps 
for a condensing temperature of 42 °C. Assuming equal quality steps correspond to equal length 
steps (i.e. constant heat flux), the mass in.each step is found using a specified hydraulic diameter 
of 1.0 mm. The total refrigerant inventory is then calculated from the sum of the masses in each 
step: 
mtot = ncin:· AlUbc . t(Li) 
i=l Vi 
The specific volume of the refrigerant (VU is found at the average pressure and temperature in the 
section. Using the Same assumptions, an analytical solution can be found: 
mtot = ncin:· AlUbc. LIAlt In(!l) 
Vf. Vf 
In these formulas, mtot represents the total mass of refrigerant in the tubing, Ilcirc is the number of 
parallel circuits, Atube is the cross-sectional flow area of a microchannel tube, and Ltot is the total 
length of a single circuit 
The graph in Figure B.l shows that the refrigerant inventory levels off (becomes 
independent of the number of steps) at 0.0171 kg, which is the value given by the analytical 
solution. For a two step model the calculated refrigerant inventory is 0.01286 kg, which 
represents an error of about 25%. Clearly, this needs to be improved. For the 10 step counterflow 
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model, the mass of refrigerant is found to be 0.0165 kg, which is an error of less than 4%. 
Therefore, ten steps appears to be sufficient to approximate refrigerant inventory. 
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Figure B.l : Refrigerant inventory vs. step size 
(T cond = 42°C, L tube = 10 m, Db .= 1.0 mm) 
Because the condenser model does account for pressure drop in the tubing, the analytical 
solution is not accurate over the whole length of the condenser. This is especially true for the large 
pressure drops being considered here. In the counterflow model the analytical solution is 
calculated using the inlet pressure. The calculation is repeated using the exit pressure. The 
difference between the two values is 6.7% at a pressure drop of 100 kPa. Because of the variation 
of these values with pressure, it is concluded that the best way to estimate the charge inventory for 
the counterflow case is to use the numerical integration over 10 steps. By using this method, the 
equations account explicitly for the variations in pressure drop and heat flux. 
Variation of refrigerant inventory 
The refrigerant inventory is almost directly proportional to the mass of aluminum in the 
condenser, which is calculated from the following equation. 
n 
mAl = PAl (AaoJjd - Alllbc) • l: Li 
i=l 
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The density of the aluminum is given by PAt. and Asolid represents the cross-sectional area of the 
tube assuming there are no ports. 
Because both the refrigerant inventory and the aluminum mass are ~sed on the volume of 
the tubing, there is a strong correlation between them. However, although the aluminum density is 
a constant, it can be seen from the equation for refrigerant inventory that the specific volume of the 
refrigerant in each quality step varies. Actually, the specific volumes in each quality section (vi,) 
are relatively insensitive to changes in the operating conditions of the condenser such as the 
required heat transfer, tube geometry, and even the specified pressure drop. The specific volumes 
are largely dependent upon the refrigerant inlet temperature and the quality. 
If VI, V2, and the rest of the specific volumes do not vary, the relationship between the two 
mass values is almost linear. This is because the solid area of the tube (AsolicV, which is calculated 
by multiplying the tube height by tube width, is approximately proportional to the flow area 
(Atube). To see this, examine the following formulae. The formula for flow area is given by the 
following equation, which is linear in the number of ports and quadratic with respect to the 
hydraulic diameter. 
AlUbe = nporl D~ 
. The solid cross-sectional area of the microchannel tube can be found in the next equation. 
Asolid = h tube W tube 
By substituting the equations for htube and Wtube into this equation, the following relationship may 
be obtained 
AlOIid = .637D~ + 2.069nporlD~ 
This equation shows why the flow area and the outer tube ~a share a near-linear relationship. 
For a reasonable size of hydraulic diameter and a reasonable number of ports, the first term in the 
last equation makes only a small contribution to the total area. For example, with 10 ports and a 
hydraulic diameter of 1.0 mm, the first term represents only 3% of the ,total. Then to a good 
, 
approximation, both the solid area and the flow area are linear with respect to the number of ports 
and quadratic with respect to the hydraulic diameter. 
It turns out that the mass of aluminum in the condenser (in kg) is approximately 19 times 
that of the refrigerant inventory (also in kg) for pressure drops between 10 kPa and 125 kPa. 
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Volume 
Appendix C 
Geometric constraints on design 
Empty space inside a refrigerator sells for at least $30/cubic foot. Therefore we will 
assume that any new condenser design must fit under a typical refrigerator, or in a chimney up the 
back of the refrigerator that occupies no more volume than exists now between the back of the 
refrigerator and the wall, plus the volume saved underneath the unit by moving the condenser to 
the back. 
Dust 
The surfaces of the microchannel tubes must be flat or nearly flat, and spaced sufficiently 
far apart to allow for cleaning with a cloth-covered ruler or yardstick. Later in the analysis, brazed 
fins may be considered, but only if necessary and only if protected by an easily accessible filter 
equipped with a sensor and alarm to indicate the need for cleaning or replacement. 
Airflow 
Forced-convection condensers have the advantage of providing cooling for the compressor, 
preventing overheating and therefore protecting reliability. In the absence of information to the 
contrary, it is assumed that the airflow pattern must provide for compressor cooling. It is also 
assumed that airflow.is uniform over the tubes. This may require the use of a long squirrel-cage 
blower for the planar configuration, or spiral configurations having cross-sections that are more 
rectangular than circular. 
Area enhancements 
There may be several ways to add heat transfer surface to a microchannel extrusion (see 
Figure C.I). Some would add to tube width, thereby increasing A at the expense of decreasing h. 
The net effect, however, would be positive. The objective is to add area without adding tube 
length. Adding length not only increases pressure drop but also requires more material (e.g. webs) 
than the strategies outlined below. 
In the base case the tube width is found by multiplying the number of ports by the width of 
a single port. By plugging the entrances of alternate ports, the outer walls of the empty ports act as 
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perfect (although one-sided) fins and preserve surface smoothness; it can be modeled using a 
simple multiplicative factor to obtain tube width from the number of active ports. The empty 
(Plugged) ports could be made wider than the (square) refrigerant ports to obtain more fin area, 
because they will not be under pressure, so the factor may be greater than two if the walls are thick 
enough to maintain rm efficiency. By extruding fins on the upstream and downstream ends (c), 
the area is increased but the tube may be dangerous to handle; it can be modeled simply by adding 
the fin width after computing tube width from the number of ports. Adding connecting fins (d) 
might save metal compared to (b) but the rm might be too thin to provide .structural integrity. If th~ 
thickness is doubled to provide strength, the aluminum mass is the same as (b). However the 
uneven surface might be designed to enhance heat transfer, but might collect dust and grease and 
be vulnerable to damage during cleaning. 
( I I I I I I I ) 
(a) 
(b) 
( I I I ) 
(e) 
(d) 
Figure C.I: Area enhancements: (a) base case; (b) plugged ports; 
(c) lateral fins; (d) connecting rms 
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Appendix D 
Tubing enhancements 
In the interest of increasing the heat transfer capability of a standard microchannel tube, two 
enhancements were analyzed using the existing counterflow condenser model. Possible 
modifications to the standard tube are based on the idea that by increasing the width of the tubing 
by adding fins, more heat transfer could be obtained because the surface area will be greater. 
However, increasing the width also decreases the average air-side heat transfer coefficient. A net 
increase in performance may be obtained if the method used to provide additional surface area will 
not degrade the heat transfer coefficient of the tube to the point where the aluminum mass required 
is actually higher than that for the standard microchannel tube design. 
Various constraints apply to all condenser designs under consideration. These are the same 
constraints as used for the unfinned tube optimization in Appendix A. They are discussed in detail 
in that section, but are presented here for clarity. 
Qcond=200W 
Tcond = 42°C (Pcond = 1,073 kPa) 
Dh~0.79mm 
twall ~ 0.25 mm 
tweb ~0.20 min 
(linearly dependent on Db) 
'(linearly dependent on Db) 
CFrow S; 0.7 (coverage factor per row) 
CFrow = CFtube • Ncirc I Nrow 
RS = hduct I (Nrow + 1) > 3.0 cm (row spacing, for cleaning) 
hduct= lOcm 
Nrow =2 
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(used for both 1 and 2 circuits) 
(used for both 1 and 2 circuits) 
wduct = 0.75 m (vair = 1.3 m/s) 
dduct=0.5m (depth of heat exchanger duct) 
Extended surfaces 
The first possible design analyzed was that of adding a narrow fin to each side of the 
existing tube (see Figure C.1(c) of Appendix C). It was assumed·that the fm would be the same 
thickness as the outer tube wall. The condenser model used a new tube width calculated by the 
sum of the old width and twice the width of the fin. The new mass calculation added a factor for 
the volume of each fm. 
The model was run for various numbers of ports in order to determin~ the minimum 
aluminum mass and the condenser pressure drop. All designs assume 200 W of heat transfer and 
two parallel circuits. Since it is assumed that the tubing is coiled into two rows, note that the 
coverage factor per tube and the coverage factor per row are equal: 
CFrow = CFtube • 2/2 = CFtube 
Table D.1 shows the parameters specified in the model. These follow from the constraints listed 
above. 
Table D.1: Condenser model parameters for finned tubes 
Heat transfer 200W 
Hydraulic diameter 0.79mm 
Condenser frontal area 0.075 m2 (.75 m by 0.1 m) 
Condenser depth 0.5m 
Volumetric airflow rate 0.1 m3/s 
Number of parallel circuits 2 
Air inlet temjJCUUWt; 32°C 
Refrigerant inlet temperature 42°C 
In addition to these parameters, the length of the fin must also be specified. Because the 
model utilizes a constant temperature approximation for the tube surface, it is necessary to find the 
limiting fm length for which this holds true. In order to determine the possible limits on length, a 
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fin efficiency analysis was performed. For a straight rectangular fin, the rm efficiency (11f) is 
given by Incropera and DeWitt (1990): 
tanh(m'Lc) 
11f = ---=----=-
. m'Lc 
t Lc=L+-
2 
m=(~)1/2 
k·t 
The corrected fin length (Lc) has been used because this correlation assumes an adiabatic tip. 
Errors associated with this approximation are negligible if h • t / k < 0.0625. The thickness of the 
rm (t) is 0.25 mm, which is the same as the wall thickness of the microchannel tube. By using the 
same thickness, problems with extrudability will be minimized. Because the fin thickness is so 
small, the quantity h·t/k is typically around 10-4. Therefore, this approximation should not be a 
concern. The derivation of the fonnula for m assumes P = 2w, which is valid since w«t. 
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Figure D.1: Fin efficiency vs. length of rm 
The heat transfer coefficient is calculated based on laminar flow over a flat plate. The two 
fins will see different local heat transfer coefficients because one is located upstream of the other. 
The fin in front has a higher coefficient; therefore the analysis was perfonned on this rm, since a 
higher coefficient of heat transfer will lower the efficiency and hurt the constant rm approximation. 
Figure D.1 shows the results plotted for various fin lengths. It can be seen that the efficiency 
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remains fairly high as length is increased A 2 mm fin has a 99% fm efficiency. The curve seems 
to drop off more rapidly around 6 mm of fin length. which has a 97% efficiency. 
The temperature at the end of the fin was calculated from the following fonnula for 
adiabatic-tip fins: 
TL=Tb+ Tb-T. 
cosh(m'Lc) 
1b is the base temperature and T. is the temperature of the air. The results are once again plotted 
versus fin length. and are presented in Figure 0.2. "The temperature has dropped 0.1 °C"to 41.9 °C 
for the 2 mm fin. The 6 mm fin has an end temperature of 41.5 °e. It is concluded that to analyze 
larger fms without modifying the model will result in inaccuracy. The following discussion is 
restricted to these two fin sizes. 
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Figure 0.2: Tip temperature vs. fin length 
By holding the fm length constant at 2 mm and varying the number of ports. it was found 
that as the number of ports increased, the mass continued to decrease. As the mass decreases. so 
does the hydraulic diameter and the wall thickness. At some point. the wall thickness will become 
smaller than is capable of being manufactured. This is the same result that was found in Appendix 
A for unfmned tubes. 
In order to detennine the optimal design using finned tubes. the hydraulic diameter was set 
at a value of 0.79 mm. This hydraulic diameter corresponds to a wall thickness of 0.25 mm and a 
web thickness of 0.20 mm. These are the minimum values for a tube which may be extruded with 
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reasonable tolerances (Reagen, 1994). An unfinned microchannel tube with this geometry is 
currently being manufactured. 
Fin lengths of 2 mm and 6 mm were analyzed by varying the number of ports. Table 0.2 
shows the results of the optimization. 
Table 0.2: Two possible condenser designs for 200 W of heat transfer 
No fins 2mmfins 6mm fins 
Number of ports 12 11 10 
Total mass of aluminum .564 kg .532 kg .506 kg 
Refrigerant charge .030 kg .025 kg .019 kg 
Coverage factor per row (and tube) .407 .458 .551 
Pressure drop 70kPa 73kPa 71 kPa 
Temperature drop 2.51°C 2.64°C 2.57°C 
Length (per tube) 12.5 m 11.3 m 9.3m 
Width of tube 1.22 cm 1.52 cm 2.22cm 
Surface area .61 m2 .69m2 .83m2 
Air side heat transfer coefficient 40.8 W/m-K 36.5 W/m-K 30.2 W/m-K 
Log mean temperature difference 8.29°C 8.23°C 8.26°C 
The use of 2 mm fins will save 32 g of aluminum (condenser mass is 0.532 kg). 
Switching to the 6 mm wide fins would save an additional 28 g (the aluminum mass is down to 
0.506 kg). It should be noted that the number of ports required to minimize the mass of the 
condenser decreases as the fins become wider. This makes sense, because with larger fms, the . 
tube does not have to provide surface area by relying on the port width. With no fms, there must 
be 12 ports in the tube, while 2 mm and 6 mm finned tubes require 11 and 10 ports, respectively. 
Figure 0.3 is a plot of the condenser mass against the number of ports per tube for each fin 
size. Also plotted are the results for the unmodified tube. It can be seen that the addition of fms 
did indeed improve the heat transfer of the tube, although there is a decreasing benefit The 2 mm 
fins save about 32 g of aluminum in the 200 W case (from 0.564 kg to 0.532 kg). The graph 
shows that the minimum does indeed occur at 11 ports for the 2 mm finned tube and 10 ports for 
the 6 mm fmned tube. 
The heat transfer is increased by increasing the surface area. For the 200 W condenser, the 
addition of 2 mm fins results in the heat transfer coefficient decreasing by about 10% as the tube 
width increases 25% (from 1.22 cm to 1.52 cm). Although the width increases substantially, the 
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surface area increases only moderately (by about 13%). This is because the tubes are getting 
shaner in order to handle the smaller number of pons. Using the fins allows the surface area to 
increase while reducing the tube length. 
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Figure D.3: Condenser mass vs. number of ports 
(Db = .79 mm, Tair = 32°C, 2 circuits, .1 m3/s airflow) 
Although adding longer fms decreased the aluminum mass by up to 10%, the effect on 
refrigerant charge is more dramatic. The use of 2 mm fms drops the mass of refrigerant in the 
condenser by 17%, from 30 g down to 25 g. With 6 mm fms, the required refrigerant charge is 
only 19 g, a savings of 37%. As the fins become longer, the refrigerant charge decreases 
dramatically. The reason for the difference is that as the fins become wider, the tubes are getting 
.much shorter and fewer ports are required. The refrigerant saved is proportional to these to two 
parameters. The mass of the aluminum is not only proportional to these parameters, but also to the 
length of the fms. 
It should be noted that the coverage factor also increases dramatically with the addition of 
wide fins. In the 200 W condenser, the addition of the small (2 mm) fins results in an increase in 
coverage factor per tube from 0.41 to 0.46. With· 6 mm fins, it jumps to 0.55. A two-circuit, 200 
W condenser would necessitate manufacturing in a coiled configuration so as to provide two rows 
of tubes. A "railroad track" configuration with wide-finned tubes would not work because the 
effective coverage factor for both tubes would be between 0.92 and 1.1. 
The pressure drop for all three of the tube designs is roughly similar. The 12-port tube 
with no fins had a pressure drop of 69.5 kPa. This corresponds to a refrigerant temperature drop 
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of 2.51 °C. The 2 mm :fInned tube had a pressure drop of 72.9 kPa (temperature drop of 2.64 °C), 
and the tube with 6 mm tins had a pressure drop of 71.0 kPa (temperature drop of 2.57 °C). This 
should not be surprising since the allowable pressure drop in the condenser is a function of the 
temperature difference between the refrigerant and the air. If the pressure drop is too large, the log 
mean temperature difference becomes too small to transfer the required amount of heat 
The increased efficiency of the fm-enhanced tubes also allows other design tradeoffs to be 
considered. Instead "of using the better performance of.the fInned tubes to reduce aluminum mass, 
it could be used to reduce the flow rate of the air or the condensing temperature. In order to 
investigate this, the model was run at the optimum for both fm-enhanced cases (2 mm fIns and 11 
ports, and 6 mm fins and 10 ports). First the refrigerant inlet temperature was varied. As the 
condensing temperature decreases from 42°C (given as the base case), the mass of a finned tube 
will begin to increase. At some point, the mass of the fmned tube will exceed the mass of the 
optimal unfmned tube (0.564 kg). If the temperature at this point is significantly lower than 42°C, 
then fin enhancements will have a positive impact on compressor performance. Next, the flow rate 
of the air was varied in the same manner. Airflow rate was decreased gradually from 0.1 m3/s in 
order to determine if the fins would help save on the required fan power. The following table 
shows how the increased performance of the finned tubing trarislates into savings for condenser 
mass, condensing temperature, and airflow rate. 
Table 0.3: Savings equivalents for the use of finned tubes on a 200 W condenser 
2mmfins % Saved 6mm fins % Saved 
Condenser mass .532 kg 5.7% .506 kg 10% 
Condensing temperature 41.7°C 3.5%* 41.4°C 6%* 
Airflow rate .. 092 m3/s 8% ".086 m3/s 14% 
*expressed as a percent of the temperature difference (10°C) 
It can be seen that the fins can substantially decrease the required mass of aluminum or the 
airflow rate. The narrow (2 mm) fins can decrease the condenser mass by 6% or the flow rate of 
air by almost 8%. The effects of the fins on the condensing temperature are less spectacular. The 
2 mm fins only reduce the condensing temperature by a fraction of a degree. The results for the 6 
mm case show that tripling the fIn length increases the effects by just over 40%. If the tube length 
or the number of passes represents a problem in a particular condenser design, finned-tube 
enhancement can definitely help to alleviate the situation. 
It was assumed for the optimization that the finned tubes would have the same dependence 
on the hydraulic diameter as the unfinned tubes did. In other words, it was assumed that as the 
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hydraulic diameter decreased, the mass decreased monotonically. In order to prove this 
assumption holds for the fmned tubes, the hydraulic diameter for the wide tube (6 mm fms) was 
raised to 0.85 mm and the optimization was perfonned again. The results can be seen in Figure 
D.4. Although the optimal number of ports decreased for the la,rger diameter, the minimum mass 
was still found at the smaller hydraulic diameter. This confmns the results found for the unfmned 
tubes, and the assumption is proven to be correct. 
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Figure D.4: Condenser mass vs. number of ports 
(6 mm fins, Tair = 32°C, 2 circuits, .1 m3/s airflow) 
Blocked-port enhancement 
The second attempt to increase surface area is based on the idea that a tube could be 
manufactured with more ports than necessary. By plugging a number of ports, the surface area is 
increased. The tube might be less fragile and safer to handle than finned tubes. This design, 
shown with every other pon plugged, is illustrated in Figure C.l(b). The model was modified in a 
similar way as before, and the parameters given in Table 0.1 were again used. The tube consists 
of 10 refrigerant-carrying ports which are spaced apart by 9 plugged pons. The plugged ports do 
not necessarily have to have the same aspect ratios as the other ports. In the model a parameter 
called the closed-port factor specifies the ratio of the open port hydraulic diameter to the width of a 
closedpon. 
Initial investigations showed that using large numbers of closed ports to widen the tube 
does not help; the mass of aluminum is found to be higher than that for the unenhanced case. This 
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makes sense; adding a single fin to each side improved results only slightly. By adding closed 
ports, the width is increasing in the same manner as with fin enhancement, but now more than· 
twice as much aluminum must be used to achieve the result. The fin enhancement is approximately 
equivalent to adding a single upper or lower wall. The closed-port enhancement adds extra 
aluminum in the form of an upper and lower wall thickness, as well as extra web thicknesses. The 
extra material results in an overall material gain rather than material savings.' 
No~ing says that there must be more than one plugged port. The lower limit on aluminum 
mass occurs with a single plugged port, because every time a closed port is added, an additional 
web thickness is added, which increases the mass of the aluminum. In order to investigate this, 
the model was modified to include only a single port. A "closed-port factor" was defined as the 
width of the blocked port divided by the hydraulic diameter (height of the port). As an example, 
the tube shown in Figure 0.5 has a closed port factor of four. 
C_I--'--..&.........L---i_ I) 
Figure 0.5: Microchannel tube with one blocked port 
As stated previously, the fin type of enhancement is equivalent to adding a single upper or 
lower wall, whereas the blocked port enhancement adds material in the form of two walls and a 
web (for one blocked port). To illustrate this, the model was given the tube width and number of 
ports for the optimal design with 6 mm fins (2.22 cm and 10 ports). This insures that the air-side 
heat transfer and the tube surface area are the same. Using these parameters, the blocked-port 
model was run. The mass of the tube with the blocked port was 0.667 kg. The closed port factor 
was 14.98. 
If the closed-port factor is multiplied by the hydraulic diameter (0.79 mm) and is added to 
the web thickness (0.20 mm), then the result is 12 mm. This is exactly twice the fin thickness, 
which makes sense. When this is multiplied by the wall thickness (0.25 mm) and the total tube 
length in the condenser (18.6 m), it represents the volume of aluminum added by the wall. The 
port height (0.79 mm) multiplied by the web thickness and tube length yields the volume added by 
the extra web. When these volumes are converted to masses (mwall = 0.153 kg and mweb = 0.008 
. 
kg) and are subtracted from the total mass (0.667 kg) , the result is the mass of the 6 mm finned 
tube (0.506 kg). This demonstrates the accuracy of the blocked-port model and also shows that 
most of the added mass is due to the extra wall and not the extra web. 
The previous analysis proves that the blocked-port design defmitely results in more mass 
than the finned-tube design. Finned tube have been shown to decrease the condenser mass. The 
question still remains as to whether the blocked port design can save mass. To detennine this, the 
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blocked-port model was run with varying closed port factor and number o~:pons. The lower limit 
on the closed port factor was zero and the upper limit was 20. The .lower limit on the number of 
ports was 4 pons and the upper limit was 20 ports. The results showed the minimum aluminum 
mass to be 0.564 kg at a closed port factor of zero and 12.23 ports (the number of pons was not 
restricted to whole numbers). 
This optimizing scheme clearly shows that the optimal closed port design is to not have any 
closed pons in the tube. The optimization attempted to move in the direction of the enenhanced 
tube design found in Appendix A. Because there is no physical representation of a tube With 12.23 
ports, a 12-port tube would have been the closest feasible design. It should be noted that the curve 
representing the aluminum mass is very shallow in the immediate vicinity of the minimum. The 
mass changes less than a gram when the number of ports is varied between 11.8 and 12.7. In fact, 
additional optimization trials resulted in a slightly different optimal number of ports for each trial. 
However, although there existed some variation in the number of ports for minimum mass (never 
outside of the range 11.8 to 12.7), the closed port factor ~as always found to be zero. The 
optimization could have been tried again using a smaller sohition tolerance. However, it was felt 
that the time required to achieve this extra accuracy (on the order of hours) would not have justified 
the outcome. The important result is that the mass was always minimized when the closed port 
factor was zero , and this would not have changed. 
As stated previously, the fm type of enhancement is equivalent to adding a single upper or 
lower wall. As further proof that the port-blocking method does not improve the condenser mass, 
the fin enhancement model (not the blocked port model) was changed to analyze the case of adding 
a double thickness fm to each side. A 1 mm fin was specified, and the model was run for various 
numbers of ports. This is essentially the same as analyzing a condenser with tubing that had one 
small blocked port (blocked port factor of 2.5). The results may be seen in Figure D.6. The 
blocked port gave a minimum aluminum mass of 0.577 kg, while the unfinned tube is known to 
have a minimum mass of 0.564 kg. Even with a small blocked-port factor,' the aluminum mass is 
increased. This further supports the conclusion reached earlier; the blocked port method will not 
decrease the aluminum mass. 
To prove that the mass will not decrease further with an increase in hydraulic diameter, the 
optimization was again perfonned with a hydraulic diameter of 0.82 mm. The results were similar 
to those obtained above for the fin enhancement. The minimum mass was found to be 0.573 kg at 
11 ports and a port factor of zero. The smaller hydraulic diameter does indeed produce the lowest 
mass condenser. 
It is important to note that the optimization has been based upon the desire to minimize the 
mass of aluminum required to manufacture a condenser out of microchannel tubing. In this regard, 
it has been shown that blocking ports will not reduce aluminum mass, but instead increase it. This 
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is not to say that the blocked port design is not without its merits, however. The design does help 
to reduce refrigerant charge, just as the lateral fm design did. To examine this aspect of the design, 
a total cost (cost of aluminum plus cost of refrigerant) objective function may be used. For a 
condenser using two 12-port tubes and a closed-port factor of 3.0, the aluminum mass is increased 
to 0.591 kg (from 0.564 kg). The refrigerant charge is reduced from 0.030 kg to 0.027 kg. H R-
134a costs $10/kg and aluminum $4/kg (approximately), then $.03 worth of refrigerant is saved, 
but $0.10 worth of extra aluminum is required. Therefore, it appears that using total cost /:!.S an 
objective function will not alter the results discussed previously. Blocking ports may still be a' 
feasible manufacturing option if the cost of manufactured tubes decreases, or if refrigerant prices 
increase. 
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Figure D.6: Condenser mass vs. number of ports 
(Db = .79 mm, Tair = 32°C, 2 circuits, .1 m3/s airflow) 
The connecting fm design is pictured in Figure C. 1 (d) of Appendix C. The existing lateral 
fin model was modified in order to analyze this design. It was assumed that the flow across the 
surface of the tube was laminar and that the tube surface did not cause an increase in heat transfer 
due to mixing or turbulent transition. A new tube width was defined as the sum of two quantities: 
the number of ports times the fin width per port, and the number of ports times the port width. 
The fm thickness was specified as 0.25 mm, which was the thickness used in the lateral fm design. 
The fin width per port was specified as 12 mm (6 mm per side), which corresponds to a 97% fm 
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efficiency, as described in the section on lateral fins. The pon width is given as the sum of the 
hydraulic diameter and twice the wall thickness. 
The fin thickness was not allowed to vary with the hydraulic diameter because it is assumed 
that the design will favor thin fins as opposed to thick fins. Although increasing fin thickness 
increases fin efficiency (and thus the allowable fin length), the corresponding increase in aluminum 
mass will be prohibitive. If the fm thickness is doubled while the fin efficiency of 97% is 
maintained, the fin length will increase by 60%. This would effectively triple the aluminum mass 
relative to the base case (6 mm per side). 
Both the hydraulic diameter and the number of ports was varied in order to determine the 
optimal design for minimizing mass. The results of the optimization are shown in Table D.4. The 
table shows the optimal design to be much different from those previously discussed in the fact that 
this design has only two ports. A relatively large hydraulic diameter of 1.42 mm (twice the size of 
those found for previous models) is required to ensure that an acceptably low pressure drop of 63 
kPa is maintained. This pressure drop results in 2.3 °C of refrigerant temperature drop. This 
helps to keep the log mean temperature difference relatively high (.2 °C higher than of the 6 mm 
lateral fmned design). 
Table D.4: Connecting fin condenser tube design 
Number of ports 2 
Hydraulic diameter 1.42mm 
Total mass of aluminum 0.56 kg 
Refrigerant charge .011 kg 
Coverage factor 0.61 
Pressure drop 63kPa 
Temperature drop 2.27°C 
Length (per tube) 8.0m 
Width of tube 2.87 cm 
Surface area 0.92m2 
Air side heat transfer coefficient 26.6 W/m-K 'i 
Log mean temperature difference 8.42°C 
The reason that only two ports are required is that the tube obtains most of its surface area 
from the large connecting fins. The width of the tube is 2.9 cm, which is 30% larger than the 6 
mm lateral fin design. This design obtains the necessary 200 W of heat transfer by using a large 
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surface area. The coverage factor per tube is 0.61, so the tube will definitely have to be coiled into 
two circuits. The air side heat transfer coefficient is only 26.6 W/m-K (12% lower than that of the 
6 mm lateral finned design), due to its large width. It was found that the reason the design did not 
optimize at one port was that the necessarily larger hydraualic diameter resulted in thicker walls, 
and the single port required much longer tube lengths. These two factors counteracted the increase 
in air side heat transfer coefficient provided by the narrower width. 
The mass of the aluminum is found to be 0.56· kg, which is only slightly better than the 
unenhanced optimal design from Appendix A which had 0.564 kg of aluminum. The refrigerant 
charge in the tubing is remarkably better, however. The connected fin design utilizes only 0.011 
kg of refrigerant, compared to 0.030 kg for the unenhanced design and 0.019 kg for the 6 mm 
lateral fin design. This difference is due to short tubes (8 m each) and the low flow area of the 
tube. The flow area is a function of the square of the hydraulic diameter and the number of ports. 
Although the diameter is doubled, the cross-sectional flow area is 45% less than that of the 
unenhanced design due to having fewer ports. 
It should be noted that this design might pose manufacturing difficulties due to the variation 
in thickness throughout the tube. The thickness of the walls is 0.46 mm, which is necessary to 
prevent bursting. The thickness of the rm is only 0.25 mm. The fin thickness also causes the tube 
to be very fragile, as the two ports are separated by a very long (12 mm) section of thin aluminum. 
To help overcome part of this fragility problem, a single-port tube could be used without wasting 
much of the aluminum mass. The minimum aluminum mass for a single-port tube was found to be 
0.566 kg, just barely higher than the 0.56 kg of aluminum for the two-port design discuused here. 
The use of two-port tubes also provides lower refrigerant charge, however., 
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Appendix E 
Modeling of a micro channel evaporator 
In order to investigate the plausibility of utilizing microchannel tubes in the design of a 
refrigerator evaporator, another model was constructed This model was in many aspects similar 
to the condenser models discussed previously. The assumptions made in the development of the 
condenser model are still required here. The evaporator model uses the same correlations for ~­
side heat transfer coefficient and refrigerant pressure drop. The parameters of interest which are 
calculated by the model are the same as in the condenser model. However, there were some 
significant modifications which had to be made. 
Some of the adjustments made were due to the physical differences between a condenser 
and an evaporator. For example, the hot and cold fluids have switched places and the equation for 
heat exchanger effectiveness subsequently needed to be changed. The heat transfer equation for 
the air was modified to yield cooling of the air along the length of the evaporator rather than 
heating. The refrigerant heat transfer equation was updated to reflect the fact that the pressure of 
the two-phase refrigerant is decreasing while the enthalpy is increasing. 
Large pressure drops in the evaporator can hurt the coefficient of peiformance (COP) of the 
refrigerator. Because the condenser model yielded larger than typical pressure drops, it was 
assumed that this would be the case in th~ evaporator. Therefore, the evaporator model monitors 
the COP. Because the COP is defined as the ratio of the refrigerating effect to the amount of 
compressor work, a compressor was added to the model. Shimon (1993) provided polynomial 
correlations for mass flow and power in a Tecumseh compressor using R134a. The actual 
compressor power is scaled according to the following relation: 
Pcomp=Pccm:lationO ( • mref ) 
mccm:lation 
The inlet temperature of the refrigerant is not specified as in the condenser models; instead, the exit 
temperatures is specified as -23°C. This insures that all comparisons made using the model will 
have the same COP (approximately 1.5). 
In order to provide an inlet enthalpy for the evaporator, a suction line-liquid line heat 
exchanger was added to the model. This heat exchanger was assumed have an effectiveness of 0.7 
and a counterflow configuration. The temperature used for the refrigerant at the exit of the 
condenser was 39°C, which was a typical temperature found when the condenser model was run 
with a 42°C inlet temperature. The inlet quality for the evaporator is calculated simultaneously 
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from the enthalpy of the subcooled liquid exiting the suction line heat exchanger and the saturation 
pressure of the refrigerant at the inlet temperature. 
Because the inlet quality varies, the quality step size is no longer constant from trial to trial, 
as it was in the condenser model. Instead, the step size is calculated in the block of simultaneous 
equations as: 
Ax = (XOUllet - XiDJct) 110 
Although XiDJct varies, Xautlet = 1.0 and there are still the same number of quality sections (1O). 
In order to determine the duct size to be used for the microchannel evaporator air duct, 
several standard evaporators were examined. Peerless manufactures an evaporator which 
measures 2 by 8 by 23.5 in. (50.8 by 203 by 597 mm). These dimensions are used as the basis of 
the microchannel evaporator duct since they are representative of the newet'evaporators found on a 
typical top-mount domestic refrigerator. Therefore, these dimensions are rounded off to the 
nominal duct size for the base case: 5 by 20 by 60 cm. 
The evaporator heat transfer rate used is 150 W, which is an estimate of the required 
perfonnance based on a 200 W condenser and a COP of 1.5. The volumetric airflow rate used is 
0.025 m3/s, as suggested by Krause, (1994). The hydraulic diameter of the microchannel tube is 
0.8 mm, which is close to the smallest possible diameter based on manufacturing restraints of 
microchannel tubes. Smaller diameter should help to reduce aluminum mass, as it did in the 
condenser. 
Initial simulations of the microchannel evaporator model indicated that pressure drop is 
restricted by the temperature constraints and that large numbers of ports would be required if 
limited to a two circuit design. This leads to wide tubes and high coverage factors. Therefore, the 
base case uses four rows of tubes (rather than two rows, as in the condenser) to help reduce 
coverage factors. 
Although access for cleaning the evaporator is not a design consideration (as it is in the 
condenser), frost deposition on the coil could be a concern. According to Rite and Crawford, the 
frosting rate should be driven by the difference between the humidity ratio of the air at the bulk 
dew point and the humidity ratio of the air at the surface of the evaporator, the convective mass 
transfer coefficient, and the surface area of the evaporator, as follows: 
rilm.t = hm • Amrface • [m(T air} - m(T lWface} ] 
Through the heat and mass transfer analogy, the frosting rate is proportional to the rate of 
heat transfer in the evaporator. In other words, a conventional evaporator and a microchannel 
evaporator will frost at the same rate provided they are transferring the same amount of heat The 
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ratio of the thicknesses of the frost layer on each evaporator will be inversely proportional to the 
ratio of the respective evaporator surface areas. 
The Peerless evaporator mentioned above has five fms per inch (or 0.5 cm between fins) 
and a surface area of 1.89 m2. This evaporator is typically run at 200 W of heat transfer and is not 
blocked by frost during normal operation. Initial simulations with the 150 W microchannel model 
showed surface area to be approximately 1.5 m2. Therefore, because the microchannel design has 
both a 25% smaller rate of heat transfer and small~r area, the same 0.5 cm spacing should sufflCe. 
In the 5 cm deep duct, there are four rows of tubes, each with a hydraulic diameter of 0:8 mm and 
a wall thickness of 0.25 mm. This results in a spacing of 0.9 cm, which is greater than that of the 
conventional design. 
The base case parameters may be found in Table E.l. The desired heat transfer rate for the 
evaporator was set at 150 W. The evaporator duct is 20 cm high by 60 cm wide and has a depth of 
5 cm. The frontal area and the air flow rate combine to yield an air velocity of 0.91 mls. 
Table E.l: Base case parameters for microchannel evaporators 
Heat transfer 150W 
Volumetric airflow rate .025 m3/s 
Hydraulic diameter .8mm 
Number of parallel circuits 2 
Number of rows 4 
Air inlet temperature -13°C 
Evaporator exit temperature -23°C 
Condenser (2-phase) inlet temperature 42°C 
Condenser outlet temperature 39°C 
Effectiveness of SLHX .7 
Evaporator duct width 60cni 
Evaporator duct depth Scm 
Evaporator duct height 20cm 
Base case analysis 
The evaporator model was run using the base case parameters with a varying number of 
ports in order to determine the minimum aluminum mass obtainable. The results can be seen in 
Figure E.1. Three hydraulic diameters were used in order to reconfmn that the minimum does 
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indeed occur with the smallest hydraulic diameter available. The minimum aluminum mass is 1.44 
kg, which is attainable with 54 ports per tube. This is a much wider tube (5.5 em) than was 
necessary in the condenser design. The reason is that the pressure drop is held small because the 
LM1D needs to be large in order to minimize aluminum mass. A large number of portS is required 
to maintain the optimal pressure drop (8 kPa) at such small hydraulic diameters. 
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Figure E.1: Mass of counterflow evaporators for various hydraulic diameters 
(Qtot = 150 W, 2 circuits, .025 m3/s airflow, Te = -23°C) 
The minimum occurs because there exists a tradeoff between the heat transfer coefficient 
and the log mean temperature difference (LMTD) of the evaporator. As the number of ports 
increases, there is a corresponding increase in tube width. The wider tube ~auses a decrease in the 
heat transfer coefficient. The LMTD is increased because a greater number of ports means there is 
more flow area to carry refrigerant and hence, smaller pressure drop. After the minimum is 
reached and the number of ports is increased further, there is no longer enough improvement in 
LM1D to counteract the effect of decreasing heat transfer coefficient The surface area follows the 
same trend as the mass of aluminum. Although the addition of ports widens the tube, the length of 
the tube is also getting shorter. The surface area reaches a minimum when the length decrease no 
longer makes up for the increase in tube width. 
The wide tubes necessary to move the refrigerant seriously hurt the coverage factor per row 
of the evaporator. Even though there are four rows of tubes in the evaporator, the coverage factor 
per row is still 1.63. Clearly, a coverage factor over unity is not allowable in a workable 
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evaporator design. This effect cannot be improved by changing the width or height of the 
evaporator duct. Both are limited by the size of the freezer compartment. Tubes with larger 
hydraulic diameters tend to have smaller coverage factors because the tubes require fewer ports and 
are narrower. Switching to a 1.0 mm hydraulic diameter results in a coverage factor per row of 
1.37 and an aluminum mass of 1.53 kg (an additional 90 g). This is a slight improvement, but is 
still not a feasible design. Even larger diameters could be used, but the extra mass makes these 
designs prohibitive. 
Adding an additional circuit was the next logical step in reducing cov~rage factors. Fi~ 
E.2 shows the results of the same analysis performed on a three circuit evaporator. The extra 
circuit helps reduce the coverage factor because the tubes are narrower (fewer ports are required to 
carry the refrigerant). The optimal design now occurs at only 34 ports per tube and 0.8 mm 
hydraulic diameter. Because the tubes are narrower, there is an additional benefit: the heat transfer 
coefficient is now higher (20.3 W/m2K instead of 16.1 W/m2K). 
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Figure E.2: Mass of counterflow evaporators for various hydraulic diameters 
(Qtot = 150 W, 3 circuits, .025 m3/s airflow, Te = -23 °C) 
The three-circuit design has a coverage factor of 1.27 and a mass of 1.13 kg with a 0.8 mm 
hydraulic diameter. The slightly larger 1.0 mm hydraulic diameter affords a coverage factor of 
1.08 and a mass of 1.20 kg. This coverage factor is still outside the realm of possibility. The 
extra circuit definitely improves matters, and the penalty for using larger diameters is decreasing 
(only 70 g instead of 90 g as in the two-circuit case). A feasible design could therefore be achieved 
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by using a large number of microchannel tubes. The downside to this option is that connections 
between standard round tubing and flat microchannel tubing are difficult to make, and therefore, 
expensive. The savings in tenns of aluminum mass would probably not outweigh the cost of these 
additional fittings. Rather than pursue this further, other designs were analyzed. 
Effect of duct size 
As mentioned above, the width and height of the evaporator duct are virtually fixed. There 
is some room, however, for adjusting the depth of the duct. If the duct is deeper, then more rows 
can fit into it and therefore, the coverage factor per row will decrease. A deeper duct results in a 
slower velocity at a constant fan speed. Therefore, the velocity in the duct (.93 m/s) was held 
constant as the duct depth was increased to 7 cm. This allows six rows of tubes with almost the 
same spacing between rows. The volumetric airflow is increased 40% to 0.036 m3/s. 
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Figure E.3: Effect of airflow on mass of counterflow evapodttors 
(Qtot = 150 W, 2 circuits, Dh = .8 mm, Te = -23 °C) 
Figure E.3 is a graph showing the new duct depth (7 cm) compared to the old (5 cm) size. 
The change in size definitely makes an improvement The evaporator mass decreases from 1.44 kg 
to 1.20 kg. The 'tubes still require a large number of ports (48), but the coverage factor is now 
down 0.90. This is the result of the .higher mass flow rate of the air. This might be a feasible 
design, if slight staggering could avoid problems with boundary layer interference and frosting in 
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the direction of the airflow because only 10% of the area remains uncovered (Le., for every 9.0 cm 
of tubes, there is only 1.0 cm of space between them). 
Also plotted on this graph is the result of increasing the fan speed without changing the 
duct depth or the number of rows. ; By increasing the fan speed 40% to 0.035 m3/s and leaving the 
depth at 5.0 cm, not only does the mass flow rate of the air increase, but the air-side heat transfer 
coefficient is increases due to the higher air velocity. The result is that the mass of aluminum is 
substantially reduced. At a hydraulic diameter of 0.8 mm and 46 ports, the evaporator mass is 
only 0.99 kg. The downside is that there are still only four rows of tubes and the coverage factOr 
is still greater than unity (1.11). The conclusion is that if the fan speed is to be increased, then it 
should be used to improve coverage factor first, then to lower the mass by decreasing the heat 
transfer coefficient. 
Lateral fins 
The main consideration in the design of the evaporator is in obtaining a reasonable coverage 
factor per row. Lateral fins have been shown in the condenser to decrease the mass of the 
aluminum at the expense of increasing the coverage factor. In order to confirm this result for the 
evaporator, the evaporator model was modified to include a new tube width based on the sum of 
the port width and the width of two lateral fins. Using a fin analysis similar to that for the 
condenser (see Appendix D), it was determined that a restriction of 97% fin efficiency and 0.25 
mm thick fins results in an allowable fin length of 7.0 mm. The fin thickness used is 0.25 mm 
because that is the same as the wall thickness corresponding to the hydraulic diameter of 0.8 mm. 
Keeping the two thicknesses the same will improve the extrudability of a fmned tube. The new 
mass calculation takes into account the mass of these fins as well as the mass of the rest of the 
microchannel tube. 
Figure E.4 shows the results of the analysis for tubes with hydraulic diameters of both 0.8 . 
mm and 1.0 mm. The curves for the unfinned cases are also plotted on the graph For the smaller 
hydraulic diameter, the addition of fins results in an aluminum mass of 1.37 kg, a savings of 70 g 
over the unfmned base case. The minimum occurs at 52 ports and has a coverage factor per row of 
1.78. The unfmned base case design had 54 ports and a coverage factor of 1.63. The fins add 
surface area (it increases from 1.56 to 1.71 m3) and reduce the heat transfer coefficient slightly 
(from 16.1 down to 14.6 W/m2K). The LMID is roughly the same. For the optimal design, only 
9% of the mass is in the fins. 
The design with the 1.0 mm hydraulic diameter has a minimum at 30 ports. This 
evaporator design requires 1.44 kg of aluminum and has a coverage factor per row of 1.56. The 
relationship between hydraulic diameter and coverage factor is the same for fmned tubes as for 
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unfmned tubes: increasing hydraulic diameter decreases coverage factor but increases mass. The 
minimum for both the 0.8 and 1.0 mm hydraulic diameters shifts to the left (fewer ports) for the 
fmned cases. This is because the addition of fins increases the width of the tube and the only way 
to increase the heat transfer coefficient is to use fewer ports. 
Clearly, using lateral fins and a standard microchannel does not improve coverage ratio. 
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Figure E.4: Mass of counterflow evaporators for various hydraulic diameters 
(Qtot = 150 W, 2 circuits, .025 m3/s airflow, Te = -23°C) 
Connecting fin .microchannels 
The next design under consideration is that of connecting fins. This design is pictured in 
Figure C.l(d) of Appendix C. The fin thickness is 0.25 mm and there is 7.0 mm of fin on each 
side of a port. This maintains the 97% fm efficiency used for the lateral fins analysis. The 
evaporator model uses mass and tube width calculations similar to those in the condenser model for 
connecting fins (see Appendix D). The air flow across the tube is assumed,to be laminar. 
Initial calculations indicated that fewer ports of larger diameter would be optimal. In the 
other models, the wall thickness is directly proportional to the hydraulic diameter. In the connected 
fin evaporator model, this restriction was relaxed for two reasons. First, the evaporator operates at 
a relatively low pressure. In the condenser analysis, the wall thickness remained proportional to 
the hydraulic diameter, but the condenser operates at a high pressure (1000 kPa) and requires more 
material to limit the possibility of bursting. ·The second reason for modifying this model is that if 
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the wall thickness and the fin thickness are too dissimilar, then the extrudability of the tube is 
jeopardized. 
Tubing used in typical evaporators is rated at a burst strength of 750 psi, which is about 
half that of condenser tubing. The Peerless evaporator mentioned above uses tubes made of 1435 
aluminum alloy, the same as is used in the microchannel tubes considered here. The tubes have a 
3/8 in. (9.5 mm) outer diameter and a wall thickness of 0.028 in. (0.71 mm). 
In order to improve the connected fin configuration, the model was updated. The wall 
thickness is no longer based on the dimensions of the microchannel. Instead, the wall thickness is 
directly proportional to the dimensions of the typical tube size: 
twall Dh 
-=-
.71 9.5 
Since large diameters would correspond to large wall thicknesses, aluminum savings due to the use 
of this method should prove substantial. This will also allow for easier manufacture of the 
connected fin tubes, since the wall and fm thicknesses will be nearly the same. 
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Figure E.5: Mass of thin-walled connected-fin evaporators 
(<4ot = 150 W, 2 circuits, .025 m3/s airflow, Te = -23°C) 
Figure E.5 shows the optimal designs for connected fin microchannel evaporators with one 
and two ports and varying hydraulic diameters. Increasing the number of ports always resulted in 
greater aluminum mass. The single-port design is the best. At a hydraulic diameter of 4.0 mm it 
has a mass of 0.46 kg! This is less than half of the mass of the next best design. The fin accounts 
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for 41 % of the mass (.19 kg). The hydraulic diameter is more than four times greater than that 
used in the other designs. 
The coverage factor for the connected fin design improves dramatically as the number of 
ports is decreased. The coverage factor per row is 0.75, which is still reasonable. The LMID is 
6.5 °C. The heat transfer coefficient is 32.8 W/m2K and the surface area is 0.72 m2. 
The second curve shows that the minimum mass is higher in the two-port tube (.52 kg), 
and the corresponding coverage factor is above unity (1.07), so the best design is still the sing~e­
port tube. The increase in mass is largely due to the wider tube having a lower heat transfer 
coefficient This requires an increase in the surface area. The LMTD remains 6.5 °C. 
The minimum in each curve occurs because at a given number of ports there is a given 
width of fin. As the hydraulic diameter begins to increase, the LMID increases because the 
pressure drop is lower. Meanwhile, there is a net decrease in the surface area. This is because 
although the tube is getting slightly wider, it is also getting shorter. The heat transfer coefficient is 
marginally increasing. This seems backwards at first, since the tube is getting wider. However, 
with an increase in hydraulic diameter, the blockage factor of the heat exchanger increases, causing 
higher air velocity. This effect offsets any degradation of the heat transfer coefficient due to the 
increase in tube width. 
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Figure E.6 shows the effect of rm length on the mass of aluminum for single-port tubes. It 
can be seen from the graph that the tubes with longer fins have lower mass. Eventually, there is a 
point where adding longer fins will not help; the extra fm length degrades the heat transfer 
coefficient and there is no longer enough improvement due to the larger surface area. The curves 
for all fin lengths have their respective minimums at the same hydraulic diameter, indicating that the 
LMID is not a major factor in the detennination of minimum mass. 
Figure E.7 is a plot of the coverage factor per row versus the hydraulic diameter for single-
port evaporators. As the hydraulic diameter is increased, the coverage factor decreases becaus~· 
although the tubes are getting wider, they are also getting shorter. The overall effect is a decrease 
in the surface area of the tubing and a corresponding decrease in the coverage factor. Naturally, 
wider tubes (those with longer fins) take up more room due to their larger surface area. 
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Figure E.7: Variarion of coverage factor with rm length 
for thin-walled connected-fin evaporators 
(Qtot = 150 W, 2 circuits, .025 m3/s airflow, Te = -23°C) 
By comparing this graph to the previous o~e, it can be seen that switching from 14 mm to 6 
mm fins will lower coverage factor 23%. The same change only adds an additional 0.03 kg of 
aluminum (a 7% increase). If coverage factors become a hindrance, the rms could be scaled to an 
appropriate size. 
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Best design choice 
Table E.2 lists several of the key parameters for some of the two-circuit evaporator designs 
which have been discussed above. 
Table E.2: Summary of possible 2-circuit microchannel evaporator designs 
Base case Increase fan Increase fan 7mm Connected. 
speed 40%: speed 40%: lateral fin fin 
Afr = const. Yair = const. 
Frontal dim. (cm) 5x60 5x60 7x60 5x60 5x60 
Nrow 4 4 6 4 4 
Dh(mm) .8 .8 .8 .8 4.0 
Airflow (m3/s) .025 .035 .036 .025 .025 
vair (m/s) .93 1.3 .93 .93 1.4 
Noort 54 46 48 52 1 
mass (kg) 1.44 .99 1.20 1.37 .46 
Wtube (cm) 5.5 4.7 4.9 6.7 1.9 
CFrow 1.63 1.:t 1 .90 1.78 .75 
h(W/m2K) 16.1 20.6 17.1 14.6 32.8 
As (m2) 1.56 1.07 1.29 un .72 
lMIDeC) 6.16 7.0 7.0 6.2 6.5 
twall (mm) .26 .26 .26 .26 .30 
The chart shows that the best coverage factors are attained with the connected rm 
enhancement .. This is largely due to the thin-wall design. The thin-wall design will not help the 
base case and the lateral finned tubes much, since most of the tube width is due to the number of 
ports and not due to the web or wall thicknesses. The mass would decrease slightly, but the 
coverage factors would still be extremely prohibitive. Also, these designs might not be 
manufacturable with smaller web and wall thicknesses. 
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Appendix F 
Evaporator coverage factor constraints and the system model 
The system model discussed in the body of the report was run to examine the effect of 
coverage factor constraint The model is the same except ~e coverage factor of the condenser is no 
longer specified. Instead, the total (evaporator and condenser) mass is specified. The COP is 
maximized for each aluminum mass specified. The optimization was performed on the hydraulic 
diameter of the single evaporator port and the number of condenser ports (0.8 mm diameter). The 
evaporator and condenser volumetric flow rates are equivalent to those which were used in the 
analysis on each component: 0.1 m3/s in the condenser and 0.025 m3/s in the evaporator. 
Effect of total mass on COP 
The next graphs illustrate the effect of relaxing the coverage factor constraint; this could 
effectively be achieved by staggering rows or lengthening the duct Figure F.I shows how the 
system COP varies with the total mass of the condenser and evaporator. Two curves are plotted on 
the graph; each corresponds to a different coverage factor (per row) of the evaporator .. It was 
determined from early trials that this would be one of the limiting constraints in the design. The 
coverage factor of 0.8 is slightly larger than the absolute maximum coverage factor that could be 
used with the base case duct size; even this leaves little. room for frost growth and risks significant 
downstream interference. The curve for a coverage factor of 1.0 is included to show the benefit 
achieved by adding more mass to the evaporator. Since a coverage factor of unity is not feasibly 
possible, the height of the duct would have to be increased by at least 30% to allow for the extra 
material. 
In order to obtain this graph, the coverage factor per row of the evaporator and the total 
mass were specified. Then the COP was maximized with respect to the hydraulic diameter of the 
evaporator and the number of ports in the condenser. 
The basic trend shown in the graph is that as the total mass is increased, so is the COP of 
the system. As the mass increases, there is more surface area in the heat e~changers, allowing the 
LMID to be smaller. A lower LM1D in the condenser means lower condensing temperature, and a 
lower LMTD in the evaporator means a higher evaporating temperature. Therefore, there is a 
resultant increase in COP when the LMID of both heat exchangers is reduced. Also, more mass 
means that the hydraulic diameter (in the evaporator) can be larger. This allows for lower pressure 
drop. Lower pressure drop further decreases the LM1D in the evaporator. 
The graph shows that increasing the COP by adding mass exacts a high price. Increasing 
the aluminum mass by 50% (from 0.8 kg to 1.2 kg) with a coverage factor of 0.8 increases the 
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COP by only 9% (from 1.52 to 1.66). Most of the added mass is in the condenser. With a total of 
0.8 kg of aluminum, 0.47 kg is in the evaporator and 0.33 kg is in the condenser. At 1.3 kg of 
aluminum, the evaporator mass is 0.62 kg and the condenser mass is 0.68 kg. The coverage factor 
of the condenser increases from 0.41 to 0.76. 
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Figure F.l: Variaqon of COP with aluminum mass 
(evaporator: 150 W, 1 port, 7 mm fins, 0.025 m3/s airflow) 
(condenser: Dh = 0.79 mm, 6 mm fins, 0.1 m3/s airflow) 
Figure F.2 shows the trend in LMID for the condenser. As mass is added to the 
condenser, the tube gets slightly wider (from 1.7 cm to 2.0 cm) due to the increase in the optimal 
number of ports (from five to eight). Because of this, the air-side heat transfer coefficient 
decreases slightly. As more mass is added, the total length of condenser tubing increases from 
17.7 m to 28.2 m. The result of these geometry changes is that as mass is added to the condenser, 
the pressure drop gets smaller at first (because there are more ports), then increases slightly 
(because the tube is getting longer). The LMID of the condenser continues to decrease, however, 
because the inlet condensing temperature decreases from 43 °C to 39 °C. 
The coverage factor of the evaporator helps determine the division of the aluminum 
between the evaporator and condenser. Use of larger evaporator coverage factors results in higher 
COP at larger masses, but does not help when restricted to smaller masses. This is because if the 
total mass is small and the evaporator mass is large, then the condenser is limited in size. The 
evaporator has a single large-diameter port, and the pressure drop is already relatively small (less 
than 13 kPa for all points graphed). Adding mass does not result in a dramatic reduction in 
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LMID. In the condenser, however, the added mass can produce a dramatic decrease in LMID (as 
much as 4°C) and therefore a better COP. When adding mass to the system, the greatest benefit is 
obtained when it is added to the condenser. 
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Figure F.2: Variation of condenser LMTD with aluminum mass 
(evaporator: 150 W, 1 port, 7 mm fins, 0.025 m3/s airflow) 
(condenser: Dh = 0.79 mm, 6 mm fins, 0.1 m3/s airflow) 
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Appendix G 
EES listing of the system model 
The following is the program listing for the system model which was entered into 
Engineering Eqaution Solver (EES) and solved using a Macintosh IIsi. This listing contains all of 
the equations and correlations for the evaporator, SLHX, compressor, and condenser. 
{Microchannel Refrigerator System Model} 
{Including SLHX, Compressor, Evaporator, and Condenser} 
{Counterflow Geometry HXs with Pressure drop} 
{Kurt Goslovich} 
{March 7, 1995} 
{All units are SI: m, s, kg, J, C, kPa} 
{Evaporator } 
{Geometry of Microchannel Tubing and evaporator} 
nports = 1 {microchannels per tube } 
{tweb = 0.008*.0254 {thickness in m} } 
tweb = .028*.0254*(Dhchanl(.375*.0254» {m, linear w. resp. to base case} 
twall = .028*.0254*(Dhchanl(.375*.0254» {m, linear w. resp. to base case} 
{Dhchan = .0037 } {hydraulic diameter of one port} 
wtube = (nports*Dhchan)+(2*twall*nports)+fm 
fin = .007*2*nports {fm enhancememnt} 
atube = nports*(Dhchan*Dhchan) {total flow area} 
axevap = wevap*(devap-(4*(Dhchan+twall+twall») {coiled in 2 rows} 
{x-sect frontal area of evaporator} 
{Ltot = 10} {length of each microchannel tube (1 per deck)} 
wevap =.6 {evaporator width} 
devap = .05 {m, depth of evaporator} 
hevap =.2 {m, height of evaporator duct} 
Levap = nrows*Ltot {total length of all tubes in evaporator} 
Npass = Ltot!wevap 
CovFr = Ltot*wtube/(wevap*hevap) {coverage factor--Acov/Atot} 
CovFrrow = CovFr*nrows/4 {# parallel circuits/4 rows (if coiled) } 
{CovFrrow = .7} 
{Perfonnance criteria} 
{Qtot = 800/3.4123} {Btu/hr to W, total heat transfer} 
Qrow = Qtot!nrows {heat transfer from each deck of evaporator} 
nrows = 2 {# of m.c. parallel circuits} 
volflair = .032 {m"3/s} 
{mdotr = .000301 *1.25} {kg/s} {flow rate in one tube only} 
Qtot = 150 {W, total evaporator heat transfer} 
{dPevap = 25} {kPa} 
Tair[O] = -13 {air inlet temperature; 10-->0 cooling} 
{Ltot = 3.891 } 
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{Refrigerant inlet properties} 
{Tr[O] = -23} {refrigerant inlet temperature; 10-->0 evaporating} 
hr[O] = Enthalpy(R134a,t=Tr[0],x=x[OD {kJ/kg*K} 
prO] = Pressure(R134a,t=Tr[0],x=x[OD {outlet pressure of 2-phase mix} 
x[O] =.999 
{Air side} 
viscair = .00001846 { constant air } 
kair = .026005 { properties evaluated } 
svair = .84763 { at inlet temp } 
velair = volflair/(axevap) 
cpair = SpecHeat(Air,T = -13)*1000 
mdota = volflair/svair 
Cmin = mdota*cpair/nrows 
Nul = h*wtube/kair {Nusselt number based on tube width} 
NulA2 = .664A2*Rexair*Prair'\666666 {flat-plate laminar flow} 
Prair = viscair*cpair/kair 
Rexair = velair*wtubel(viscair*svair) {check for turbulent flow} 
{summing and airside friction equations} 
Qrow = sum(Q[i],i=l,lO) {W, heat transfer in one tube} 
dPevap = sum(dPtot[i],i=l,lO) {kPa, pressure drop in one tube} 
Ltot = sum(L[i],i=1,10) {m,length one tube} 
massr134a = nrows*sum(massref[i],i~l,lO) {kg, approx. mass of refrigerant in cond.} 
Fshtot = nrows*sum(Fshear[i],i=1,1O) {N, shear force on all tubes} 
Powtube = Fshtot*velair {W, power dissipated due to shear on tubes} 
Powwall = Fshwall*velair {W, power dissipated due to shear on walls} 
Fshwall = 2*tauxwall*(hevap*(devap+wevap» 
Cfwall = 2*tauxwall*svair/(vela.irA2) 
Cfwall = 1.328/(RewalIA.5) 
Rewall = velair*hevap/(viscair*svair) 
Powdis = Powtube+Powwall {W, total power dissipated} 
Powvel = .5*mdota*velair*velair {W, power used to move air (kinetic energy)} 
Powtot = Powvel+Powdis {W, total fan power} 
G = mdotr/(nports*DhchanA2*pi*.25) {kg/mA2*s} 
ashtc = h {W/mA2*K, air side heat transfer coefficient} 
{heat exchanger equations} 
Duplicate i= 1,10 
x[i] = x[i-l]-qualstep[i] 
{qualstep[i] = .0799} 
qualstep[i] = «x[O]-xevapin)/lO)-.(XX)1 
Tr[i] = Temperature(R134a,p=p[i],x=x[iD 
hr[i] = Enthalpy(R134a,p=p[i],x=x[i]) 
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svg[i] = Volume(R134a,p=p[i],x=1.0) 
svf[i] = Volume(RI34a,p=p[i],x=0.0) 
viscf[i] = (-.OOO2191*Trave[i]"3+.039304*Trave[i]"2-3.6494*Trave[i]+267.67)11()()()()()() 
viscg[i] = (11.021 +.038599*Trave[iD/l000000 
Trave[i] = (Tr[i-l]+Tr[iD/2 
Q[i] = Cmin*(Tair[i-l]-Tair[iD {Air side energy balance} 
Q[i] = eff[i]*Cmin*(Tair[i-l]-Tr[i]) 
eff[i] = l-exp(-UA[i]/Cmin) {cmax =infmity} 
UA[i] = 2*h*wtube*L[i] {no fouling,conduction,or refrigerant-side resistance} 
Fshear[i] = 2*taux[i]*wtube*L[i] {N, shear force each quality section} 
Cfair[i] = 2*taux[i]*svair/(velak"2) 
Cfair[i] = 1.328/(Rexair)".5 
Q[i] = mdotr*(hr[i-l]-hr[iD*l000 {W, Refrigerant side energy balance} 
dPtot[i] = p[i]-p[i-l] 
dPtot[i] = dPmatch[i] {kPa} 
dPmatch[i] =dPfric[i] +dPacc [i] {kPa} 
{J g[i]=O*x[i]/sqrt(9 .81 *Dhchan*«1/svf[iD-( 1/svg[iD )*(1/svg[iD) 
dPperc[i] = l00*dPtot[i]/dPevap } 
massref[i] = atube*L[i]/sv[i] . 
End 
sv[i] = ( .5*(xi[i]+xo[iD)*svg[i]+(I-( .5*(xi[i]+xo[iD»*svf[i] 
xo[i] = x[i] 
xi[i] = x[i-l] 
Duplicate i=l,l0 
dPfric[i] = dPliq[i]*philiq2[i]/I000 {kPa} 
dPliq[i] = 2*f1iq[i]*O"2*(1-x[i]),,2*L[i]*svf[i]/(Dhchan) 
fliq[i] = .079!(Relr[i]".25) 
Relr[i] = 4*mdotr*(1-x[i])/(npons*pi*Dhchan*viscf[iD 
philiq2[i] = 1.376+Cl[i]/(Xtt[i]"C2[iD 
Frliq[i] = G"2* svf[i]"2I(9. 8 1 *Dhchan) 
Cl [i] =: if(Frliq[i],. 7 ,4. 172+5.48*Frliq[i]-1.564*Frliq[i]"2,4. 172+5.48*Frliq[i]-
1.564*Frliq[i]"2,7.242) 
C2[i] = max(1.773-.169*Frliq[i],1.655) {Frliq < .7} 
Xtt[i] = «(1-x[iD/x[iD".875*(svf[i]/svg[iD".5*(viscf[i]/viscg[iD".125 
dPacc[i] = O"2*«(xo[i]"2)*svg[i]/alfao[iD+«I-xo[i])"2*svf[i]/(1-alfao[iD)-
«xi[i]"2)*svg[i]/alfai[iD + «(1-xi[i])"2*svf[i]/(I-alfai[i]»)/1000 
alfao[i] = 1/(1 +«1-xo[i])/xo[i])*«svf[i]/svg[iD".67» 
alfai[i] = 1/( 1 +( (1-xi[iD/xi[iD*( (svf[i]/svg[iD" .67» 
End 
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{mass of aluminum in evaporator} 
massAI = nrows*rhoAI *Ltot*«fin* .000254 )+(nports*(Dhchan+twall+twall)"2)-atube) 
rhoAI = 2699 {kg/m"3} 
MAHT = massAJ/(Qtot/l000) {ratio AI mass to heat transfer, kg/kW} 
surfa = nrows*(2*wtube*Ltot) {surface area of all tubes} 
LM1D = «Tair[O]-Tr[O])-(Tair[IO]-Tr[ 1O]»/ln( (Tair[O]-Tr[O])/(Tair[ 10]-Tr[I0]) 
(lmtd of entire evaporator) 
{suction line heat exchanger} 
cpliq*(Tcondout-Tsubcool)=effslhx*cpvap*(Tcondout-Tevapout) {energy balance} 
cpliq = SpecHeat(RI34a,t=Tcondout,p=psub-l)*I000 {J/kgK} 
psub = Pressure(RI34a,t=Tcondout.x=O) . 
cpvap = SpecHeat(R134a,t=Tr[0].p=P[0]-I)* 1000 {J/kgK} 
effslhx =.7 
Tcondout ={40.96}Trc[l0] {from cond exit} 
Tevapout = Tr[O] 
Qslhtx = nrows*mdotr*cpliq*(Tcondout-Tsubcool) 
Qslhtx = nrows*mdotr*(hcondout-hsubcool)*I000 
hcondout = hrc[lO] (Enthalpy(RI34a.t=Tcondout.x=O)} 
xevapin = Quality(RI34a,h=hsubcool.t=Tr[l0]) 
Qslhtx = nrows*mdotr*cpvap*(Tcompin-Tevapout) 
{ compressor equations} 
Tc = (9*Tsatco/5)+32 {F} {Tc=Tsat(Pcompout)--no dp in shlhtx} 
Tsatco = Temperature(R134a,x=l,p=pdis) 
Te = (9*Tevapout/5)+32 {F} {Te=Tsat(Pcompin)--no dp in shlhtx} 
mdotcomp = mdotr*nrows 
{sizecomp = .6} 
mdotcomp*7936.6/sizecomp = 
dmc[I]+(dmc[2]*Te)+(dmc[4]*Te"2)+(dmc[7]*Te"3)+«dmc[3]+(dmc[5]*Te)+(dmc[8]*Te"2»* 
Tc)+«dmc[6]+(dmc[9] *Te»*Tc"2)+(dmc[l0] *Tc"3) 
dmc[l] = 84.31619 
dmc[2] = .9290666 
dmc[3] = -1.564746 
dmc[4] = .007717833 
dmc[5] = -.007055991 
dmc[6] = .01204924 
dmc[7] = .00002108835 
dmc[8] = -.00002473417 
dmc[9] = .00002344344 
dmc[lO] = -.0000317072 
Powcomp/sizecomp = 
dpc[I]+(dpc[2] *Te)+(dpc[4] *Te"2)+(dpc[7] *Te"3)+«dpc[3]+( dpc[5]*Te)+(dpc[8]*Te"2»*Tc)+ 
« dpc[ 6]+( dpc [9] *Te ) )*Tc"2)+( dpc[l 0]*TcI\3) 
dpc[l] = 366.3648 
dpc[2] = -1.444003 
dpc[3] = -6.108324 , 
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dpc[4] = -.0355453 
dpc[5] =.04205329 
dpc[6] = .06051781 
dpc[7] = -.0002290952 
dpc[8] = .000366811 
dpc[9] = -.00005281757 
dpc[lO] = -.0001785042 
Powcomp = Qcomp + mdotcomp*(hsup-hcompin)*looo 
hcompin = Enthalpy(R134a,t=Tcompin,p=P[0]) 
hstip = Enthalpy(R134a,t=Tsup,p=pdis) 
COP = Qtot/Powcomp 
Qcomp = hcomp* Acomp*(Tdome-Tamb) 
hcomp = (1.987*(velaircomp*3.2808)".517)/.17612 {Cav p.54 at 1.33 m/s to W/m2K} 
velaircomp = velairc {m/s} 
Acomp/Qtot = 1.2/(200*10.764) {Cavallaro A=1.2 ft.sq. to m sq.} 
Tdome = (Tdomef-32)*5!9 
Tdomef = .855*Tdis-24.7 {Cav p.57} 
Tdis = (9*Tsup/5)+ 32 
Tamb =32 
{ condenser superheat} 
Qsup = mdotr*nrows*(hsup-hcondin)* 1000 
hcondin = Enthalpy(RI34a,x=l,p=pcondin) 
pcondin = pdis - dPsup 
dPsup =dP 
Tcondin = Temperature(RI34a,x=l,p=pcondin) 
Qsup = mdotas*cpairs*(Tairouts-Tairins) 
mdotas = mdotac {kg/s} 
cpairs = 1000 {J/kgK} 
Tairins = Tairc[O] 
Qsup = Cminsup*effsup*(Tsup-Tairins) 
Cminsup = min(mdotas*cpairs,nrows*mdotr*cprs) 
Cmaxsup = max(mdotas*cpairs,nrows*mdotr*cprs) 
cprs = SpecHeat(RI34a,p=pdis,t=(Tsup+Tcondin)12)*looo 
effsup = (l-exp(-NTUsup*(l-Cr»)/(I-(Cr*exp(-NTUsup*(I-Cr»» 
Cr = Cminsup/Cmaxsup 
NTUsup = UAsup/Cminsup 
l/UAsup = lI(hc* Asupo)+ l/(hvap* Asupi) 
Nusup = hvap*Dhchanc/ksup 
ksup =Conductivity(RI34a,t=.5*(Tsup+ Tcondin),p=pc[O]) 
Nusup*(l + 12.7 * (fsup/8)".5 * (Prsup". 667 -1» = (fsup/8)*(Resup-l000)*Prsup 
{Gnielinski correlation} 
Prsup = viscsup*cprs/ksup 
Resup = (mdotrc/atubec )*(Dhchanc/viscsup) 
viscsup = (1l.021+.038599*.5*(Tsup+Tcondin»I1000000 {props at ave temp.} 
lIfsup = (-1.8*logI0«6.9/Resup)+(eps/(3.7*Dhchanc»"1.11»,,2 
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( 6.64a from White, turbulent flow) 
eps = .00(XX)15 (m, roughness of drawn tubing) . 
dP*l000 = (fsupll)*(LsuplDhchanc)*(mdotrc/atubec)*(mdotrc*svsup/atubec) (kPa) 
svsup = Volume(RI34a,p=pc[0],t=.5*(Tsup+Tcondin» 
Asupo = nrowsc*2*wtubec*Lsup 
Asupi = 4*nrowsc*Dhchanc*nportsc*Lsup 
(Lcondc = 10 
Levap= 16 
CovFrrow = .7 
CovFrrowc =.7 
massec = 1.3) 
massec = massAI + massAlc (total aluminum mass for both exchangers) 
{Microchannel Condenser Model} 
{Counterflow Geometry with Pressure drop} 
{All units are SI: m, s, kg, J, C, kPa} 
{Geometry of Microchannel Tubing and Condenser} 
{nportsc = 8} {microchannels per tube} 
{twebc = .008*.0254 (thickness in m) } 
twebc = .008*.0254*(Dhchanc/(.031*~0254» em, linear w. resp. to base case} 
twallc = .01 *.0254*(Dhchanc/(.031 *.0254» (m, linear w. resp. to base case) 
wtubec = (nportsc*Dhchanc )+«nportsc-I )*twebc )+(2*twallc )+(2*finc) 
fmc = .006 
atubec = nportsc*(Dhchanc*Dhchanc) {total flow area} 
axcondc = hcondc*wcondc {x-sect frontal area of condenser} 
{Ltotc = 10} {length of each microchannel tube (I per deck)} 
wcondc = .75 (condenser width) 
dcondc =.5 {m, depth of condenser} 
hcondc =.1 (m, height of condenser duct) 
Lcondc = nrowsc*(Ltotc+Lsup) (total length of all tubes iI) condenser} 
Npassc = (Ltotc+Lsup )/wcondc 
CovFrc = (Ltotc+Lsup)*wtubec/(wcondc*dcondc) {coverage factor--Acov/Atot} 
CovFrrowc = CovFrc*nrowsc12 {# parallel circuits12 rows (if coiled) } 
Dhchanc = .0008 
{Perfonnance criteria} 
{Qtotc = 800/3.4123 } {Btu/hr to W, total heat transfer} 
Qrowc = Qtotc/nrowsc {heat transfer from each deck of condenser} 
nrowsc = 2 {# of m.c. parallel circuits } 
volflairc = .074 {mI\3/s} 
mdotrc = mdotr{.0004626} {kg/s} 
{Qtotc = 200.0} {W, total condenser heat transfer} 
{dPcondc = 80} {kPa} 
Tairc[10] = 32 {air outlet temperature; 10-->0 wanning} 
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{Refrigerant inlet properties} 
Trc[O] = Tcondin {refrigerant inlet temperature; 0--> 1 0 condensing} 
hrc[O] = Enthalpy(R134a,t=Trc[0],x=xc[OD {kJ/kg*K} 
pc[O] = Pressure(R134a,t=Trc[0],x=xc[OD {inlet pressure of 2-phase mix} 
xc[O] = 1.0 
{Air side} 
viscairc = .00001846 { constant air } 
cpairc = 1004.5 { properties } 
kairc = .026005 { evaluated at } 
svairc = .84763 { inlet temp } 
velairc = volflairc/(axcondc) 
cminc = mdotac*cpairc/nrowsc 
mdotac = volflairc/svairc 
Nulc = hc*wtubeclkairc {Nusslet number based on tube width} 
Nulcl\2 = .6641\2*Rexairc*PraiJ'CA.666666 {flat-plate laminar flow} 
Prairc = viscairc*cpairc/kairc 
Rexairc = velairc*wtubec/( viscairc*svairc) {check for turbulent flow} 
{summing and airside friction equations} 
Qrowc = sum(Qc[i],i=I,10) {W, heat transfer in one tube} 
dPcondc = sum(dPtotc[i],i=l,lO) {kPa, pressure drop in one tube} 
Ltotc = sum(Lc[i],i=I,10) em, length one tube} . 
Fshtotc = nrowsc*sum(Fshearc[i],i=l,lO) {N, shear force on all tubes} 
Powtubec = Fshtotc*velairc {W, power dissipated due to shearon tubes} 
Powwallc = Fshwallc*velairc {W, power dissipated due to shear on walls} 
Fshwallc = 2*tauxwallc*(dcondc*(hcondc+wcondc» 
Cfwallc = 2*tauxwallc*svairc/(velaircI\2) 
Cfwallc = 1.328/(Rewallcl\.5) 
Rewallc = velairc*dcondc/(viscairc*svairc) 
Powdisc = Powtubec+Powwallc {W, total power dissipated} 
Powvelc = .5*mdotac*velairc*velairc {W, power used to move air (kinetic energy)} 
Powtotc = Powvelc+Powdisc {W, total fan power} . 
massr134ac = niowsc*sum(massrefc[i],i=I,10) {kg, approx. mass of refrigerant in cond.} 
Gc = mdotrc/(nportsc*DhchancI\2*pi*.25) {kg/mI\2*s} 
ashtcc = hc {W/mI\2*K, air side heat transfer coefficient} 
{heat exchanger equations} 
Duplicate i=l,l0 
Trc[i] = Temperature(R134a,h=hrc[i],x=xc[iD 
hrc[i] = Enthalpy(RI34a,p=pc[i],x=xc[iD 
xc[i] = xc[i-l]-.0999 
svgc[i] = Volume(R134a,p=(pc[i]+pc[i-1D12,x=1.0) 
svfc[i] = Volume(RI34a,p=(pc[i]+pc[i-l])12,x=O.0) 
viscfc[i] = (-.0002191 *Travec[i]1\3+.039304*Travec[i]1\2-3.6494*Travec[i]+267 .67)11000000 
viscgc[i] = (11.021 +.038599*Travec[i])/l000000 
Travec[i] = (Trc[i]+Trc[i-l])/2 
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Qc[i] = cminc*(Tairc[i-l]-Tairc[iD {Air side energy balance} 
Qc[i] = effc[i]*cminc*(Trc[i-l]-Tairc[iD . 
effc[i] = l-exp(-UAc[i]/cminc) {emax = infinity} 
UAc[i] = 2*hc*wtubec*Lc[i] {no fouling,conduction,or refrigerant-side resistance} 
Fshearc[i] = 2*tauxc[i]*wtubec*Lc[i] {N, shear force each quality section} 
Cfairc[i] = 2*tauxc[i]*svairc/(velaircA2) 
Cfairc[i] = 1.328/(RexaircA .5) 
Qc[i] = mdotrc*(hrc[i-l]-hrc[iD*lOOO {W, Refrigerant side energy balance} 
dPtotc[i] = pe[i-l]-pe[i] 
dPtotc[i] = dPmatchc[i] {kPa} 
dPmatchc[i]=dPfricc[i] {+dPaccc[i]} {kPa} 
dPfricc[i] = dPliqc[i]*philiq2c[i]/lOOO {kPa} 
dPliqc[i] = 2*f1iqc[i]*GcA2*( l-xc[i])A2*Lc[i]*svfc[i]/(Dhchanc) 
fliqc[i] = .079/(Relrc[i]A.25) 
Relrc[i] = 4*mdotrc*(l-xc[iD/(nportsc*pi*Dhchanc*viscfc[i]) 
philiq2c[i] = 1.376+Clc[i]/(Xttc[i]AC2c[i]) 
Frliqc[i] = GcA2*svfc[i]A2I(9.81 *Dhchanc) 
Clc[i] = if(Frliqc[i],. 7 ,4. 172+5.48*Frliqc[i]-1.564*FrIiqc[i]A2,4. 172+5.48 *Frliqc [i]-
1.564*Frliqc[i]A2,7.242) 
C2c[i] = max(1.773-.169*Frliqc[i],1.655) {Frliqc < .7} 
{dPaccc[i] = GcA2*( «xoc[i]A2)*svgc[i]/alfaoc[i])+( (l-xoc[iDA2*svfc[i]/(l-alfaoc[iD)-
«xic[i]A2)*svgc[i]/alfaic[iD + «I-xic[i])A2*svfc[i]/(I-alfaic[i]»)/lOOO 
alfaoc[i] = 11(1 +«I-xoc[iD/xoc[i])*«svfc[i]/svgc[iDA.67» 
alfaic[i] = 11( 1 +( (1-xic[i])/xic[iD*( (svfc[i]/svgc[i])A.67» } 
{xoc[i] = xc[i] 
xic[i] = xc[i-l] } 
{J gc[i]=Gc*xc[i]/sqrt(9 .81 *Dhchanc*«l/svfc[iD-( l/svgc[i])*(l/svgc[i]» 
dPpercc[i] = l00*dPtotc[i]/dPcondc } 
massrefc[i] = atubec*Lc[i]/svc[i] 
svc[i] = (.5*(xic[i]+xoc[i]»*svgc[i]+(l-(.5*(xic[i]+xoc[i]»)*svfc[i] 
End 
Duplicate i=I,9 
XttC[i]A8 = «1-xc[iD/xc[i])A7*(svfc[i]!svgc[i])A4*(viscfc[i]!viscgc[i]) 
xoc[i] = xc[i] 
xic[i] = xc[i-l] 
End 
Xttc[lO] = 16.0 
xoc[lO] = .05 
xic[10] =.1 
{mass of aluminum in condenser (includes superheat section)} 
massAlc = nrowsc*rhoAlc*(Ltotc+Lsup)*«(wtubec-2*finc)*(Dhchanc+twallc+twalIc»-
(atubec)+(2*finc*.OOO254» {mass of Al in m.c. tube} 
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rhoAle = 2699 {kg/mJ\3} 
LM1Dc = «(Trc[O]-Tairc[O])-(Trc[lO]-Tairc[ lO]»/ln«(Trc[O]-Tairc[O])/(Trc[10]-Tairc[10]) 
{lmtd of entire evaporator} 
mahtc = massAlc!(Qtotc/l000) {ratio AI mass to heat transfer, kg/kW} 
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